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Columbia's got

game starting
in Spring 2006
Colwnbia to join
gaming industry with
new design major
By Cyryl Jakubowski
Staff Writer

Thanks to the rise in sophisticated technology, a growing interest
in gaming, and the popularity of
characters such as Duke Nukem,
Sonic the Hedgehog, the demon
slaying Marine from "Doom" and
games such as "Halo," the oncesmall market of video games has
boomed into the $7 billion gaming
industry of today.
Now that the days of the hedgehog are over, this growing industry
has created a new need: more talented game designers to create the
video games of tomorrow.
In an attempt to fill that void,
Columbia 's board of trustees
recently approved the addition of a
new major that will offer a
Bachelor of Arts degree in Game
Design, which begins in the spring.
The major was in development
for more than a year after
Columbia president Warrick L.
Carter asked Doreen Bartoni, dean
of Columbia's School of Media
Arts, to look at the gaming industry and try to develop a program
tailored to Columbia.
"What's unique about our program is that we are teaching our
students to balance creativity, storytelling, collaboration and technology," Bartoni said.
The new Interactive Arts and
Media department will administer
the major and expand the curriculum previously offered by the
Interactive
Multimedia
and
Academic
Computing
Departments.
"It's not
all fun and

Interactive Arts and Media department.
Stemming from the idea that
game developers and designers
spend more time creating the games
rather than playing them, the new
major is designed for students who
are serious and passionate about the
craft of designing games.
With concentrations in game
development, programming, animation and audio, students will be
required to take courses such as
media theory and design, intro to
programming theory, game culture
and digital image design, as well as
courses in the liberal arts and sciences core curriculum, electives
and concentration requirements.
Math is also required for the
major.
Besides the math requirements required of all Columbia
students, and depending on a
student's area of concentration,
physics, linear a lgebra, and discrete math will be needed in the
game design major.
"It's clear to the high levels of
administration that this is a really
important 21st century art form
that we as an arts and communications college need to be considering and incorporating into our
menu of things that we offer to students," Barbier said.
Courses in video game design
can already be found at the
University
of Illinois at
Chicago, and DePaul University
has offered a game design major
since last fall.
But breaking into the video game
industry is hard work. Columbia
will offer internships in the program,
but if students can secure an independent internship elsewhere it
could be beneficial to their
future careers in the field.
Day I Studios designs
and develops interactive
entertainment for game
publishers, with two locations
Chicago and Maryland,
and many people who
end up working at
the company had
int e rn s hip s
there.

Rap duo Issac (front), a freshman music business major, and CHY, a sophomore business marketing major, rile-up the crowd at Big Mouth Band Night on Oct. 19 at the Hokin Gallery.

Big Mouth turn out drops
By Amanda Maurer
Staff Writer

The second Big Mouth Open Mic Night of the
year jammed to a smaller than expected crowd during Band Night, Oct. 20, at the Hokin Annex of the
Wabash Camps Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave.
Big Mouth provides young performers an opportunity not only to test their material on an audience, but
also to network and improve their stage presences, said
Sharod Smith, programming director of C-Spaces.
The night's attendance numbers were lower than

KRT

See Big Mouth , Page 7

Columbia buys Spertus building
Renovation of new
campus building to
begin by Fall2007
By Hayley Graham
Campus News Editor

Columbia students can create video games like 'Halo 2' with
the new game design major, debuting spring 2006.
See Gaming, Page 9

usual, Smith said. About 100 people turned out compared to the I 70 that came in September to the first
open mic night of fall semester.
Last year, Big Mouth had its largest turnout during
the final open mic night of the year, a competition that
drew 400 people to the HotHouse, 31 E. Balbo Drive.
Despite the low turnout on Oct. 20. Big Mouth's
popularity has continued to grow since it first started.
Smith said. Big Mouth started in 1999 when Smith

Columbia signed the contract to
buy the Spertus Institute of Jewish
Studies building for $8 million
Oct 17 after a year of negotiations.
The building, at 6 18 S.
Michigan Ave., located next to
Columbia's
South
Campus
Building, 624 S. Michigan Ave. ,
wi ll add another I 00,000 square
feet to Columbia 's campus.
" It was an obvious purchase;
it's in the middle of our campus,"
said Micki Leventhal, director of
media relations at Columbia.

Negotiations had been underway for about a year s ince
Spertus decided to relocate just
north of their current location.
Spertus broke ground at 610 S.
Michigan Ave., Oct. 9 and is
planning to begin construction
within the next few weeks. The
construction
wi ll
conti nue
through summer 2007.
"We are very happy to have the
building purchased by another
educational organization," said
Betsy Gomberg, director of institutional outreach at Spertus. " It's
part of the growth of the South
Loop as an educational and cultural corridor."
Currently Spertus is on a
lease-back agreement with
Columbia, wh ic h will have

access to the building no earlier
than fa ll 2007. At that time .
Columbia will begin renovating
the space. Alicia Berg, vice president of campus en viro nment.
said that it is unknown how long
the construction wi ll take.
Exactly which departments will
be housed in the new location is
uncertain. accordi ng to Leventhal.
Although she docs suspect predominately academic departments
will move in. There is a possibility that the new building could
house a temporary student center,
according to Berg.
Right now Columbia is in the
process of closing off the north
windows of the Spertus building
and the south wa ll of the
See Spertus, Page 7
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Campus News
omeone at Columbia is pissed profiles of 75 of "Warrick L.
Carter's" rriends, most of who
off and wants everyone else
appeared to be Columbia stuto know it.
dents-and many of which posted
By now, many people at
comments that ridiculed the school
Columbia have seen the creepy
and the real Carter.
caricatures of the college's presiSo I sent "Warrick L. Carter" a
dent, Warrick L. Carter, hanging in
message requesting an interview,
the hallways around campus for
the past several weeks. One depicts and a couple days later I found
a nude Carter striking a John
myself conversing with the phony
Travolta-like faux disco pose. An
person via AOL Instant Messenger.
enormous Columbia logo on a
Two things were strange about this
chain dangles from his neck, mask- conversation: One was that
ing his nether regions. Next to the
"Warrick L. Carter" was actually
drawing are cryptic, peculiar
speaking to me like he or she was
remarks: "Carter goes platinum:
Warrick L. Carter; and the other
November 2005."
was that this person was wellAnother picture shows Carter
versed in Columbia current events.
again in his birthday suit, this time
I learned that the fliers are promoting an upcoming film that will
with his teeth gritted and a snare
address, among other issues, how
drum in front of his pelvis. ''Carter
beats it November 2005," it reads.
administrators are using
Columbia's money.
The fliers certainly are puzzling.
What is happening in November?
"Some students and faculty have
Who is distributing these pictures?
shared concerns with me in the
Why would anyone want to draw
past about my spending practices,"
Cartee naked? These questions and the Carter impostor said "I want
countless othcfs had been nagging
the students to understand that I
me since I saw the fust picture,
am here for them and this film will
and I had no clue where to begin to be the epitome of my love and
adoration."
find the answers.
My luck changed, however,
Later in the conversation, my
when I opened a Myspace account
source broke character slightly:
two weeks ago. (For those who
"Hopefully this film will mobilize
don't know, Myspace is a website
everyone to take a more hands-on
that allows users to create personal approach to the issues that affect
profiles and exchange messages
them here at the college."
"Warrick L. Carter" certainly
with other members.) While I was
browsing the members of the
had a point. Columbia's spending
Columbia group on the site, I carne habits have definitely been less
than satisfactory. Take the corridor
across the drawing of Carter with
the platinum chain.
blitz project, for example, a topic
Oicking the picture, I found the
my source brought up during our
solution to the mystery of the pres- interview: Last year, the college
spent S 1.2 million painting the
idential parody. Someone had created a profile under the name
hallways of its buildings obnox"Warrick L. Carter" that included
iously bright colors. While this
might have made Columbia a more
all of the college president's personal information, including his
"pleasant" work environment for
age, his alma matter and an estistudents, it did not make the time
mate of his salary.
they spend at school any more benBut that wasn't the end of the
eficial.
profile. Also po5led were links to
Instead of spending money on

S

paint and other fiivolous expenses,
the college could try spending
money to try to reduce the mandatory faculty workload. Hire more
full-time faculty and let them
spend some time working in their
fields. This ought to give students
the opportunity to have more oneon-one time with instructors who
are actually doing what they teach.
Spend some extra money lo
make Columbia more affordable.
Offer more scholarships; help students who would like to attend this
institution but cannot afford to do
so. The school's African-American
student population is declining;
take part of the $12 million that
was set aside for projects around
the college this past swruner and
put it toward keeping Columbia the
ethnically diverse school it aspires
to be.
" Warrick L. Carter" is right.
Colwnbia's money-students'
money- is not being spent wisely,
and according to him, when this
film is released next month, everyone at Columbia will see that.
Whoever is on this crusade, armed
with eye-catching fliers and political savvy, seems to be doing something at the school that has been a
long time coming. It's refreshing to
see students speaking out against
questionable practices at their college-even if it is through the
ostensible security of Myspace.
However, the method by which
"Warrick L. Carter" is going about
spreading his message is cowardly
and immature. He needs to be
direct about his concerns--the
school will take him seriously.
That said, at the same time, the
school should not be fooled by the
silly drawings and catch-phrases
that adorn Columbia's halls.
"Warrick L. Carter" is no joke.
- Jdanna@colum.edu

What do you think of the new
video game major?
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Announcements
MoCP Appraisals Day
Appraisers from Leslie Hindman Auctioneers will be
at the Museum of Contemporary Photography, 600 S.

Michigan Ave., Saturday, Oct. 29 from noon to 2 p.m. to
examine photographs, drawings, paintings and jewelry
from students. Small items only, and please limit items
to five. For more information, call the Museum of
Contemporary Photography at 312-663-5554.

C-Spaces Halloween Party
Get down and get scary at tbe C-Spaces and Student
Programming Board's annual Halloween party. The
party commences Thursday, Oct. 27, from 6:30p.m.
to I 0 p.m., in tbe Hokin Annex of tbe Wabash Campus
Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave. Enjoy free food, a OJ,
giveaways and a costume contest witb prizes up to
$200. Each Columbia student is allowed to bring one
non-Columbia guest. For more information. call
Sharod Smith at 312-344- 7188.

Human Exhibit
Greg Allen, founder of the Nco-Futurists theater
ensemble, will lead a collaborative performancebased evening with selective Columbia students.
The "Human Exhibit" will end a two-week res idency at Columbia, in which students under Allen's
guidance created work using their lives and experiences. The event will be at the Glass Curtain
Gallery, 11 04 S. Wabash Ave., Friday, Oct. 28 from
7 p.m. to 9 p.m. For more info rmation. call Ronda
Dibbern, at 3 I 1-344-6650.

Mental Health on Campus
Join colleagues from University of lllinois at
Chicago uml DePaul nnd Roos~v..-11 Universities to
discuss mental health on c:m1pus. The workshop will
be Friday, Oct. 28. nl the Film Row Cin~ma. 1104 S.
Wnbnsh Ave., from 9 :un. to 4 p.m. The ~vent is free,
but pltrticipants must register bcfurehnnd. The work·
shop will discuss topics such tiS depression. suicide,
dn1g nbusc ~~nd nddiction. For more informtltitlll. tW 10
N1gi.<ll1r. Cllll 1~66-600-CARE (1173) .
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New
website
expands
• •
tuttton
•
servtces
By Eric Kasang
Staff Writer
Toss aside those checkbooks.
Now stude nts can add. Columb ia
to their list of places accepting
online p aym ents.
CCCPay, a new online billing
and payment system, is designed
to s tream line invoice mailings
and reduce administrative costs.
Depending on the type of payment used, however, the pa yer
could end up inc urring a service
fee.
Je nnife r Wate rs, s ervice operations d ir ec tor for Student
Fin ancia l S ervices, said tha t
Columbia already has an online
payment system, but the college
was looking to expan d these
services. She said the newer
services would include e-checking and e-billing.
" We' re going to be a ble to ebill thousands of students and
authorized payers," said Waters.
Along with receiving b ills
through their OA S IS accounts,
students will be able to pay their
bills through infiNet, the service
provider ha ndling the payme nt
tra nsactions. Waters said that
infiNET is charging Columbia
about 5 cents per transaction but
the payers won 't inc ur these costs.
Waters said that .the infiNET
transaction costs will reduce the
current expenses of sending out
paper bills. She said that an ave rage of 7,000 b ills are mailed
e very month, costing $3,000 to
$4,000.
If the authorized payers decide
to use the e-checking service,
they ca n c hoose the amounts
deducted from their c hecking or

See CCCPay, Page 7

Eric

Freshman film major Luke Zintak does homework on his laptop while listening to Switchfoot on his iPod in the Hokin Gallery, 623
S. Wabash Ave.

Students go-go get gadgets
By Dionne Joseph
Staff Writer
Freshman film and video student
Norman Futrell loves technology.
Like others in his generation, this
18-year-old is an expert multilasker with a penchant for all things
technical- he 's writing a "sus pense action adventure" while listening to A Pe rfect Circle on headphones connected to his personal
laptop.
"I'm using the music as a guideline for my story," Futrell said. "It
helps me think ."
More and more Columbia students like Futrell have gone wireless, yet remain plugged-in to the
growing techno-culture.
Labeled the Net Generation,
those born in the early 1980 's rely
on technology in a way that is
unprecedented. According to a
study conducted by the consumer

market
intelligence
firm
BIG research for the National Retail
Federation, college kids and their
parents spend $8.2 billion annually
on electronics and computer-related equipment.
" My pare nts bought all m y
stuff," Futrell said o f the approximately $ 1,200 spe nt annually on
electronic gizmos and accessories.
Sus ie Jendro, a j unior photography major, works two jobs and uses
student discounts to finance her
$3,000-a-year investment in electronics, including a la ptop and digital camera.
" I upgrade my computer every
year [and] try to keep up with the
times," Jendro said. "The more
photographs I take, the more storage I need."
Computers, cell phones, digital
cameras and MP3 players-specifically the iPod and the diminutive

new iPod nano--are currently the
honest electronic gadgets for college students.
James Peterson, a j unior arts,
entertainment and media managem ent major, works as an equipment
specialist in one of the college's
private compute r labs to finance his
techno-habit.
"''m paying for it out-of-pocket," Peterson said of his laptop, cell
pho ne, PDA and iPod- all o f
which he uses daily.
Journalism faculty member Barbra
Iverson said about half her students
have camera phones and attributes
phones' popularity to social cultureand a lack of sticker shock.
"The costs have come down so
much," Iverson said.
Technology advances rapidly
and Columbia is keeping pace.
C urrently, the co llege has fi ve
ope n-lab facilities featuring both

Macintosh and Windows computers, various major-specific private
labs and wireless capability at five
locations on campus.
Rebecca Courington, the director
for the Center of Instructional
Technology, said Columbia's technical in frastructure is imponant because
it helps improve the teaching and
learning environment and exposes
students to current technology.
" We are working to expand wireless connectivity," Courington said.
David Morton, the director of the
Science
Visualization
and
Communication Laboratory, said
gadgets can be detrimental whe n
relied on exclusively.
"Someti mes, an over-reliance on
techno logy allows us to become
lazy," Morton said.
"Things can break. I' m not savvy
with how to fi x stuff and it can get
expensive," Futrell said.

Neo-Futurist promotes real theater
'Human Exhibit'
sh owcases n onfiction
performances
By Jessica Pearce
Assistant Campus News Editor

Enn Mash/The Chronicle

Founder of the Nee-Futurists Greg Allen brings his version of
perfomnance art to Columbia students in his Human Exhibit on
Oct. 18 at Columbia's 11 04 Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.

A.J. Sacco, a j unior cultural
studies maj or, w as stand ing in
front of an audie nce hold ing a
c hair with one haad, arm exte nded
a t a 90 degree a ngle to the fl oor.
As he did this, Greg Alle n talked
to h im, asking about his breakfas t,
how his day had gone so far and
what he p lanned to eat for dinner.
Sacco's rep lies became inc reasingly s trained; his a rm bowed in
the m iddle as the chair- previously light- seemed to add weight
the longer he he ld it. Before
Sacco, another stude nt got in front
of the a ud ie nce a nd acted as
though the c hair was incredibly
heavy. She strained a nd pulled,
before fina lly holding the c hair
ove r her head.
T he differe nce between the two
stude nts , A llen said, is also the

difference between what he calls
performance thea te r a nd acting
theate r. One is real; the othe r
relies on the a udience's ability to
suspend their d isbelief to enjoy
the show.
Allen is conducting a two-week
residency at Columbia with the
T ICTOC Pe rfonnance Art Series
that w ill c ulmina te in a public pe rfo rmance a t the Glass C urtai n
Galle ry, I I 04 S. Wabash Ave. He
says his goal is to give the fi ve
stude nts a new opportunity for
self-expression. He inte nds to do
this by stripping away the usual
layers o f live theater. There w ill
be no costumes, no sets, no ac ting.
He's ca lling the performance a
" Huma n Exhibit. "
"The idea," Allen said, " is to try
to break through all the pretense
that is in conte mporary theatre
and try to get back to what theater
really is."
Allen has had 17 years to experime nt and attempt to perfect wha t
he calls Nee-Futurism. He leads a
collective of per fonners called the

Nco-Futurists, w ho act, direct and
perfo rm their own Iives every
week in a show called "Too M uch
Light Makes the Baby Go Blind,"
the lo ngest ru nning s how in
C hicago .
Nee-futuri sm , acco rdi ng to
Allen, does not pretend, or rely on
the concept of s uspension of disbelief. Eve rything tha t is said on
stage is tn1e. For instance, if one
o f the per forme rs says she was on
the el si tting beside a man in a red
hat, the n she really was on that
train.
" You a re you who a re," Allen
said. "Your nam e is your name.
Your age is your age. Your appearance, physical cond ition a nd way
of speaking, as well as your personal history and life experiences.
are none othe r than your own. You
kno w who you a re a nd what
you've done. Use it."
The fi ve Colum bia st udents ta king part in the workshop are not
ac ting m aj ors. A lle n said that
when he held a uditions, he w asn 't

See Exhibit, Page 7
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Campus News
omeone at Columbia is pissed
off and wants everyone else
to know it.
By now, many people at
Columbia have seen the creepy
caricatures of the college's president, Warrick L. Carter, hanging in
the hallways around campus for
the past several weeks. One depicts
a nude Carter striking a John
Travolta-like faux disco pose. An
enonnous Columbia logo on a
c hain dangles from his neck, masking his nether regions. Next to the
drawing are cryptic, peculiar
remarks: "Carter goes platinum:
November 2005."
Another pic ture shows Carter
again in his birthday suit, this time
with his teeth gritted and a snare
drum in front of his pelvis. "Carter
beats it November 2005," it reads.
The fliers certainly are puzzling.
What is happening in November?
Who is distributing these pictures?
Why would anyone want to draw
Carter naked? These questions and
countless others had been nagging
me since I saw the first picture,
and I had no clue where to begin to
find the answers.
My luck changed, however,
when I opened a Myspace account
two weeks ago. (For those who
don't know, Myspace is a website
that allows users to create personal
profiles and exchange messages
with other members.) While I was
browsing the members o f the
Columbia group on the site, I carne
across the drawing of Carter with
the platinum c hain.
Clicking the picture, I found the
solution to the mystery of the presidential parody. Someone had created a profile under the name
" Warrick L. Carter" that included
all of the college president's personal information, including his
age, his alma matter and an estimate of his salary.
But that wasn 't the end of the
profile. Also posted were links to

S

profiles of75 of"Warrick L.
Carter's" friends, most of who
appeared to be Columbia students-and many of which posted
comments that ridiculed the school
and the real Carter.
So I sent " Warrick L. Carter" a
message requesting an interview,
and a couple days later I found
myself conversing with the phony
person via AOL Instant Messenger.
Two things were strange about this
conversation: One was that
" Warrick L. Carter" was actually
speaking to me like he or she was
Warrick L. Carter; and the other
was that tills person was wellversed in Columbia current events.
I learned that the fliers are promoting an upcoming film that will
address, among other issues, how
administrators are using
Columbia's money.
"Some students and faculty have
shared concerns with me in the
past about my spending practices,"
the Carter impostor said. " I want
the students to understand that I
am here for them and this film will
be the epitome of my love and
adoration."
Later in the conversation, my
source broke character slightly:
" Hopefully this film will mobilize
everyone to take a more hands-on
approach to the issues that affect
them here at the college."
" Warrick L. Carter" certainly
had a point. Columbia's spending
habits have definite ly been less
than satisfactory. Take the corridor
blitz project, for example, a topic
my source brought up during our
interview: Last year, the college
spent S 1.2 m illion painting the
hallways of its buildings obnoxiously bright colors. While this
m ight have made Columbia a more
" pleasant" work environme nt for
students, it did not make the time
they spend at school any more beneficial.
Instead of spending money on

paint and other frivolous expenses,
the college could try spending
money to try to reduce the ma ndatory faculty workload. Hire more
full -time faculty and let them
spend some time working in their
fields. This ought to give students
the opportunity to have more oneon-one time with instructors who
are actually doing what they teach.
Spend some extra money to
make Columbia more affordable.
Offer more scho larships; help students who would like to attend this
institution but cannot afford to do
so. The school's African-American
student population is declining;
take part of the S 12 million that
was set aside for projects around
the college this past summer and
put it toward keeping Columbia the
ethnically diverse school it aspires
to be.
"Warrick L. Carter" is right.
Colwnbia 's money- students'
money- is not being spent wisely,
and according to him, when this
film is released next month, everyone at Columbia will see that.
Whoever is on this crusade, armed
with eye-catching fliers and political savvy, seems to be doing something at the school that has been a
long time coming. It 's refreshing to
see students speaking out against
questiona ble practices at their college-even if it is through the
ostensible security of Myspace.
However, the method by which
" Warrick L. Carter" is going about
spreading his message is cowardly
and immature. He needs to be
direct about his concerns- the
school will take him seriously.
That said, at the same time, the
school should not be fooled by the
silly drawings and catch-phrases
that adorn C olumbia's halls.
" Warrick L. Carter" is no joke.

-jdanna@colllm.edll
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Announcements
MoCP Appraisals Day
Appraisers from Leslie Hindman Auctioneers will be
at the Museum of Contemporary Photography, 600 S
Michigan Ave., Saturday, Oct. 29 from noon to 2 p.!IL tc
examine photographs, drawings, paintings and jewelry
from students. Small items only, and please limit items
to five. For more information, call the Museum o)

Contemporary Photography at 312-663-5554.

C-Spaces Halloween Party
Get down and get scary at the C-Spaces and Studen
Programming Board's annual Halloween party. Th<
party commences Thursday, Oct. 27, from 6:30p.m
to I 0 p.m., in the Hokin Annex of the Wabash Campu
Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave. Enjoy free food, a OJ
giveaways and a costume contest with prizes up tc
S200. Each Columbia student is a llowed to bring om
non-Columbia guest. For more information, ca/1

Sharod Smith at 312-344-7188.

Human Exhibit
G reg Allen, founder of the Nco-Futurists theate
e nsemble, will lead a collaborative performanc e
based evening with selective Columbia student~
The "Human Exhibit" wi ll end a two-week residen
cy at Columbia, in w hich students under Allen'
g uidance created work using their li ves and expen
e nces. The event will be at the G lass C urta i
Gallery, 1104 S . Wabash Ave., Friday, Oc t. 28 fror
7 p .m . to 9 p.m . For more information. call Rond

Dibbern, at 312-344-6650.

What do you think of the new
video game major?

Mental Health on Campus
J oin colleagues from Uni versity of Illinois at
C hicago and DePaul and Roosevelt Universities t
discuss mental health on campus. The workshop will
be Friday, Oct. 28, at the Film Row Cinema, 1104 S
Wabash Ave., from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m . The event is free,
but participants must register beforehand. The workshop will discuss topics s uc h as depression, suicide,
dnag abuse and addiction. For more information, or to

register. caii/ -866-600-CARE (2273).

Inconvenient Stories
"It ~' an intere.v tlnx career path, but/ think
a lot of kids who are going to get into it are
goinf( to be gamer,, , "

- Blll Snow, junior,
audio arts and acoustics

"It :~ wol because a ltJttJf people are
inttJ it. It :~ gtJod that there:v a major."

- Yuko Uemura, senior,
graphic design

tion, call the M11seum of Contempom ry Photograplty.
312-663-5554

r •
"I think It~' going 111 be xood fiJr a /til of
.ftudentf; they 'll have a jtJb they can ltwk
forward ltJ. "

- Deborah Smith, sophomore,
nne arts

The Museum of Contemporary Photography, 600 S.
Mic higan Ave., presents "Jetl'rey A . Wolin:
Inconvenient Stories," nanning through Dec. 13. The
exhibit brings together images and interviews from
veterans of the Vietnam War. The photographs chron·
icle vets who have survived with memories tha t have
affected them since the war ended. For more inf~

COLUMBIA CHRONICLE
"I think It'll be hard to have purely a.v
a major."

- Braden Selsback,
rre•hman, audio arts and acoustic•

1f you have an upcoming event or
announcement, call The Chroniclt: 's news
desk at (3 12) 344-8964 or e-mail
chronicle@colum.edu.
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New
website
expands
• •
tuttton
•
servtces
By Eric Kasang
Staff Writer

Toss aside those checkbooks.
Now students can add .Columbia
to their list of places accepting
on line payments.
CCCPay, a new online billing
and payment s ystem, is designed
to streamline invoice mailings
and reduce administrative costs.
Depending on the type of payment used, however, the payer
could end up incurring a service
fee.
Jennifer Waters, service operations directo r for Student
Financial Services, said that
Columb ia already has an online
payment system, but the college
was look ing to expand these
services. She said the newer
services would include e-checking and e-bi lling.
"We're goi ng to be able to ebill thousands of students and
author ized payers," said Waters.
Along wi th receiving bills
\hrough their OASIS accounts,
students will be able to pay their
bills through infiNet, the service
provider handling the payment
transactions. Waters said that
infiN ET is charging Columb ia
about 5 cents per transaction but
the payers won't incur these costs.
Waters said that .the infiNET
transaction costs will reduce the
current expenses o f sending out
paper b ills. She said that an average of 7,000 bills are mailed
every month, costing $3,000 to
$4 ,000.
If the authorized payers decide
to use the e-checking service,
they can choose the amounts
deducted from their checking or

See CCCPay, Page 7

Freshman film major Luke Zintak does homew ork on his laptop while listening to Switchfoot on his iPod in the Hokin Gallery, 623
S. Wabash Ave.

Students go-go get gadgets
By Dionne Joseph
Staff Writer

Freshman film and video student
Norman Futrell loves technology.
Like others in his generation, this
18-year-old is an expert mult ilasker with a penchant for all things
technical- he's writing a "suspense action adventure" w hile listening to A Perfect Circle on headphones connected to his personal
laptop.
"I'm using the music as a guideline for my story," Futrell said. " It
helps me think."
More and more Columbia students like Futrell have gone w ireless, yet remain plugged-in to the
growing techno-culture.
Labeled the Net Generation,
those born in the early 1980's rely
on technology in a way that is
unprecedented. According to a
study conducted by the consumer

market
intelligence
firm
BIGresearch for the N ational Retail
Federation, college kids and their
parents spend $8.2 billion annually
on electronics and computer-related equipment.
"M y parents bought all my
stuff," Futrell said of the approximately $ 1,200 spent annually on
electronic gizmos and accessories.
Susie Jendro, a j unior photography major, works two jobs and uses
student discounts to fin ance her
$3 ,000-a-year investment in electronics, including a laptop and digital camera.
"I upgrade my computer every
year [and) try to keep up with the
times," Jendro said. "The more
photographs I take, the more storage I need."
Computers, cell phones, digital
cameras and MP3 p layers- specifically the iPod and the diminutive

new iPod nano-are currently the
hottest electronic gadgets for college students.
James Peterson, a junior arts,
entertainment and media management major, works as an equipment
specialist in one of the college's
private computer labs to finance his
techno-habit.
" I'm paying for it out-of-pocket," Peterson said of his laptop, cell
phone, PDA and iPod- all of
which he uses daily.
Journalism faculty member Barbra
Iverson said about half her students
have camera phones and attributes
phones' popularity to social cultureand a lack of sticker shock.
"The costs have come down so
much," Iverson said.
Technology advances rapidly
and Col umbia is keeping pace.
Currently, the college has five
open-lab facilities featuring both

Macintosh and Windows computers, various major-specific private
labs and wireless capability at five
locations on campus.
Rebecca Courington, the director
for the Center of Instructional
Technology, said Columbia's technical infrastructure is innportant because
it helps innprove the teaching and
learning environment and exposes
students to current technology.
"We are working to expand wireless connectivity," Courington said.
David Morton, the director of the
Sc ience
Visualization
and
Communication Laboratory, said
gadgets can be detrimental when
relied on exclusively.
'"Sometimes, an over-reliance on
technology allows us to become
lazy," Monon said.
"Things can break. I' m not savvy
with how to fix stuff and it can get
expensive," Futrell said.

Neo-Futurist promotes real theater
'Human Exhibit'
showcases nonfiction
performances
By Jessica Pearce
Assistant Campus News Editor

Erin MasWThe Chronicle

Founder of the Neo-Futurists Greg Allen brings his version of
performance art to Columbia students in his Human Exhibit on
Oct. 18 at Columbia's 11 04 Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.

A.J. Sacco, a junior cultural
studies major, was s tanding in
front of an audience holding a
chair with one hand, arm extended
at a 90 degree angle to the fl oor.
As he did this, Greg A llen talked
to him, asking about h is breakfas t,
how his day had gone so far and
what he planned to eat for dinner.
Sacco 's replies became increasingly s trained; his arm bowed in
the middle as the chair- previously light- seemed to add weight
the longer he held it. Before
Sacco, another student got in front
of the audience and acted as
though the chair was incredibly
heavy. She strained and pulled,
before fina lly holding the chair
over her head.
The difference between the two
students, A llen said, is also the

difference between what he calls
performance theater and acting
theater. O ne is real; the other
relies on the audience's ab ility to
suspend their disbelief to enjoy
the show.
Allen is conducting a two-week
residency at Columbia with the
T ICTOC Perfo rmance Art Series
that w ill cul minate in a public performance at the Glass Curtain
Gallery, I I04 S. Wabash Ave. He
says his goal is to g ive the five
students a new opportunity for
self-expression. He intends to do
this by stripping away the usual
layers of live theater. There will
be no costumes, no sets, no acting.
He's calling the performance a
"Human Exhibit."
"The idea," Allen said, " is to try
to break through all the pretense
that is in contemporary theatre
and try to get back to what theater
really is."
Allen has had I 7 years to experiment and attempt to perfect what
he calls Neo-Futuris m. He leads a
collective of performers called the

Nco-Fut urists, who act, direct and
perform their own lives every
week in a show called " Too Much
Light Makes the Baby Go Blind,"
th e longest running show in
Chicago.
Neo-filturism. according to
Allen. does not pretend. or rely lHl
the concept of suspC'nsion of disbdief. Everything that is said un
stage is true. f. or instance, if one
of the performers says she was on
the el sitting beside a man in a red
hat. then she really was on that
train.
"You an: you who arc." Alkn
said. "Your name is your nanH.'.
Your age is your age. Your appearance, physical cond it ion and wa\'
of spea king. as well as your pcl:sonal his tory and li t~ cxpcricm:cs.
are none ot her t han your own. You

know who you are and what
you've done. Use it."
T he fiv e Columbia students taking part in the workshop arc twt
acting majors. Allen said that
w hen he held auditions, he wasn "t

See Exhibit, Page 7
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me today if there was Big Mouth
tonight. A lot of people didn't even
know."
Of the 20 performers on the roster, only one group played previously at the open mic night.
That group consisted of Melody
Angel, a senior marketing major at
Columbia, and her brother
Ma.lcolm Banks. The siblings have
Continued from Front Page played music all their lives. They
took part in Big Mouth without
their usual band, playing only a
attended Columbia as a freshman.
"It was hot, like hot off the press, guitar and trumpet.
and everyone had to be there,"
Angel and Banks don't think
Smith said. "I was the student who that they will directly pursue
careers.
would wait in line at the front door their majors as
before the doors opened just to get However, they may apply what
in and get the first spot."
they learned in college to their
However, Oct. 20's smaller than music career- Angel will manusual crowd may have been due to age their band, and Banks plans
the band night theme.
to take care of security.
However, many of the artists that
"When people see that the flyers
are talking about bands, they played Thursday night were newdecide that since they aren't a band comers.
Emcees I.B. Focuz and Colasoul
they're not going to show up,"
Smith said.
Structure, freshmen audio acoustic
Although six open mic nights majors, believe they "represent the
take place each year, some vary by essence of hip hop." The pair, who
had met as sophotaking on a particular genre. Big Mouth
mores
in high
"It was hot, like
themes include band
hot off the press, school, decided to
night, hip hop, spoand everyone had combine their simiken word, women's
lar tastes in music to
to be there. "
night and a general
try to elevate hip
open mic night that
hop to the next level.
-Sharod Smith,
"[We're trying to
is open to all genres. programming director
A general night
bring hip hop] to an
of C-Spaces
attracts a much largabstract realm," !.B.
er turnout, because people won't be Focuz said. "We're trying to be
turned away by the night's specific original because a lot of people
genre, Smith said.
only follow the images they see on
Others had different opinions BETorMTV."
While on stage, LB. Focuz began
about why the turnout was smaller
than expected.
to free-style, a move he made to
Whitney Cullens, a sophomore engage the crowd and show the
graphic design major, worked the audience that he loves the music
front desk at Big Mouth and said enough to take a risk.
she thought that the event's flyers
" When you see that love, you
were to blame for the low atten- can't deny it; you have to respect
dance.
it," I.B. Focuz said. "Even if you
"The flyers aren't as appealing," don't like the genre, you gotta
Cullens said. "I had people asking respect it."

Big Mouth:

Band night
brings a smaller
crowd than
expected

Mauricio Rublo!The Chronicle

Melody Angel, a senior marketing major, and her brother Malcolm Banks perform at Big Mouth
band night on Oct. 20 at Columbia's Hokin Annex, 623 S. Wabash Ave.

CCC Pay:
New system to
streamline
online tuition
bill paying
yqn!~nue,d..from

Page 3

saVings accounts. Students can
also register additional payers to
receive and pay bills through
infiNET.
In terms of security, certain
portions of CCCPay will be controlled by either Columbia or
infiNET. According to Alyssa
Kattner, the marketing director
for infiNET, Columbia will control the authorized payer's login
data and PIN information
through OASIS. The student's
address will be accessible for
billing purposes, but the student's phone number will not be
listed.
explained
that
Kattner
infiNET handles its own frrewall
and intrusion detection, but
added that a third-party security
firm scans infiNET's systems for
vulnerabilities.
She also said that infiNET
keeps a student' s information for
only 18 months.

However, if a person decides
to pay with a credit card, there
will be a 2. 75 percent service
charge with every transaction.
The school will accept American
or
Express,
Discover
MasterCard.
· Waters said that Columbia
paid nearly $250,000 during the
last fiscal year in credit card
fees. She also noted that credi t
card use is down.

"We found that people really
weren't financing their education
throug h credit cards," said
Waters.
"(Visa] still wants [Columbia]

"The college has been
growing at a phenomenal rate. We're trying to
move jobs to be more
service oriented. "
--Jennifer Waters, service
operations director for student financial services

to pay [the service: fees] and not
pass it along to the consumer,"
Waters said, in regards to the
absence of the company among
the list of accepted credit cards.
For some Columbia students,
having of service fees would
keep them paying their online

Allen:

bills by credit card.
Vanessa Mendoza, . a sophomore marketing major, said that
she wouldn't use a credit card to
pay for any outstanding charges.
"They should charge [a flat fee
of] $20, that's it," Mendoza said,
adding, "2.75 percent is a lot."
Medoza also said that she had
heard about CCCPay through a
mailing from Columbia.
· Christopher Graham, a sophomore interactive multimedia
major, said that he hadn't heard
of CCCPay, but that his expenses are covered by loans.
However, Graham said that since
some students still pay by credit
card, the service fee doesn't
make it much more convenient
for them to pay online.
Still, if students or authorized
payers don 't want to pay online,
Waters said they can always
pay in person at the Cashier's
Office, located on the 5th floor
of the 600 S. Michigan Ave.
building.
Waters also said that there
won't be any layoffs at student
financial services and those
employees will be reshuffled due
to Columbia expansion.
"The college has been growing
at a phenomenal rate," Waters
said. "We're trying to move jobs
to be more service oriented."

pear sitting comfortably behind his ear.
"I've always been interested in performance art,"
he said, "but the theater major isn't my style."
Allen came up with the title of the performance,
"Human Exhibit," after a plan he has for if he ever
goes broke. He wanted to be a man exhibit a zoo he
could live and be observed, just like any of the other
Con tinued from Page 3
animals. The concept goes along with Allen's idea of
nonfiction theater.
expressing themselves."
"I've always thought that actual, unadorned
According to the C-Spaces website, the TICTOC people are much more interesting than people
Performace Art Series is an "ongoing performance who are trying to pretend to tell you someart and installation project created by C-Spaces." . thing," he said. "So our ac tual lives and our
The festival presents artists working in the acting actual stories are what we're going to use as
arts, and also sponsors workshops by local perform- material for this workshop."
ance artists.
Allen also thinks of the show as having the theme
Sacco, one of the five students chosen for the of public people and private people. At what point
workshop, is no stranger to performance art. He's are people public? When are people private?
worked as what he calls a "close-up" magician, using
"We'll be exploring the idea that we are going to
props such as pens by making the cap disappear and be ourselves in this space," he·said. "And we' ll be
~appear or making the pen itself vanish and reaphumans on exhibit."

Actor brings his version of
performing art to campus

Columbia will begin renovation of Spertus building , 6 18 S.
Michigan Ave., by fall 2007 according to Alicia Berg, vice preside nt of campus e nvironme nt.

Spertus:
New addition to
Columbia's
campus
Continued f rom Page 3
Alexandroff Campus Center, 600
S. Michigan Ave., since ·those
windows will be blocked off by
the new Spertus campus. The
grout and mortar between the
bricks will be replaced and fixed
the on those walls as well.

The purchase is part of
Columbia's campus master plan,
which is being developed by the
Office of Campus Environment
and the Institutional Research.
Planning
Evaluation
and
Department-in partnership with an
outside consulting group led by
Valerio Dewalt Train Associates.
One of the aspects of the campus
master plan is to increase
Columbia 's capacity.
" We' re findin g that we defini tely need Spertus. but we need more
space,'· Be rg said. "'We alwa v1:0

have our eye out. so that one clay.
we don' t get landlocked."
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Nader questions corporate role at Northwestern
he said . "Who 's the progenitor?
Who's the one that has the money?
... Down the pipe, you start losing
Northwestern University could the independent integrity ofthe unibecome a less free-thinking univer- versity, one of the last remaining
sity as a result of its recent alliances institutions of intellectual freedom
with Boeing and Ford Mo tor in our country."
Company, three-time presidential
On Oct. 14 Nader's skepticism
candidate Ralph Nader said recent- about the alliance came during a
ly in a speech about corporate influ- two-hour speech and Q-and-A sesence in the United States and what sion about how corporations such
students can do to light it.
as automobile companies have
The funds Ford and Boeing have gained control in the country,
pledged to conduct nanotechnology depleted the environment and limitresearch at Norhwestem could ed independent thought. About 550
commercialize topics of study, he students attended the sold-out
said. He suggested publicizing the speech, held in Tech Auditorium
contract.
and sponsored by campus enviro"After a while, which dominates: mental organizations.
The speech drew a crowd of stuthe university or the corporation?"
dents and members of the community. One avid supporter wore an
Uncle Sam hat covered in political
bunonsand acape made outofan
American fl ag. About one-third of
the audience walked out during the
Q-and-A session. At the auditorium
entrance, a man handed out flyers
for the 2005 Midwest Sociali st
Conference before the speech, and
a woman showed a video of a cow
being slaughtered.
Nader urged students to take
action at the university level against
corporations. He advised students
to investigate corporate influence at
Northwestern by posting university
contracts on line and meeting with
trustees. He also suggested establishing a discourse with professors
and learning how to lobby, access
city documents and build coalitions.
Weinberg College (located at
AP Northwestern) freshman Ben Farah
said Nader highl ighted issues that
Ralph Nader s peaks at
Northwestern University on were important to students, like the
Oct. 14.
impact of corporate financial conBy Laura Pond
Dally Northwestern (KRT)

tributions to universities.
" I don't think students really
know who's running the university," Farah said.
Nader has run as a Green Party or
independent candidate, in 1996 and
2000 respectively, and has spoken
out against spreading corporate
influence and dwindling environmental protections. He discussed
several different types of corporations and their appearance in everyday life. He said students have
grown up in the shadow of corporations, which are often tied to universities, like Ford's recent deal
with Northwestern.
Nader said advertisers pound
audiences with messages of speed,
sex and status, and the tobacco
industry caused 400,000 American
deaths last year.
Corporations aren't human, but

they have taken on human attributes, he said.
"They are able to lobby, they are
able to contribute to political campaigns, they are able to influence
universities and they are able to buy
elections," Nader said. 'They are
able to do all kinds of things that
non-human beings should not be
allowed to do."
By wielding this power, corporations have hurt the environment,
Nader said. There has been little
progress toward more efficient cars
because gas companies would lose
business, which is also why solar
energy has not been completely
adopted, he said.
"You know what the holdup is?"
Nader asked. " ExxonMobil doesn't
own the sun."
Nader encouraged students to
make Northwestern a model of ceo-

logical excellence.
"If you do it where you live aod
work and study, you're going to be
more likely to do it as a matter of
habit when you graduate," he said.
Nader's corporate and poliiical
insights to environmental problems
are perceptive, said Panah Shalla,
co-chair of SEED (Students for
Ecological and Environmental
Development).
"It's important to address the
environment in the context of economics, politics aod globalization,
because the environment is everywhere," said Bhalla, a Weinberg
senior. "It's not something that's
isolated."
Previous fall speakers have
included Paul Krugman of The
New York Times and Eric
Schlosser, author of Fast Food
Nation.

r-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

No charges planned in SIU hoax
By Kevin McOennott
Stlouis Post-Dispatch (KRT)

A woman who fabricated an
elaborate story about a no n-existent soldier in Iraq may have
embarrassed the student newspaper at Southern Illinois University
at Carbondale , but she apparently
did not break any laws.
Jackson County State's Anomey
Michael Wepsiec said he would
pass on pursuing any criminal
charges against Jaimie Reyno lds.
Reynolds is the Marion , Ill ..
woman who admitted she made up
the story o f a little girl whose published letters to her father overseas
ri veted reade rs of the campus
newspaper. The Dai ly Egyptian,
for two years.

" I can ' t see a crime here,"
Wepsicc said after reviewing a
report from the SIUC campus
police department, which was
compiled after Reynolds ' story
finally collapsed this summer.
The Daily Egyptian fust wrote
in 2003 about 8-year-old Kodee
Kennings' struggle to deal with her
father's
departure to Iraq.
Reynolds , going by the name
Colleen Hastings, presented the
girl as her niece, and they became
close friends with students and faculty at the newspaper. Over the
next two years, the paper published
stori es about, and columns by,
"Kodee."
When confronted after the hoax
was exposed, Reynolds told

reporters she carried it out to help
the career of a friend on the campus newspaper staff. That friend,
forrner student editor Michael
Brenner, vehemently denies he was
in on the scheme and maintains he
was among those Reynolds duped
with the story.
Wepsiec said his review of the
po lice report on the incident
focused on the q uestion of whether
there was any money involved in
the hoax, which could have elevated it to criminal fraud.
SIUC's School of Journalism is
reviewing the incident, but director
Walter Jaehnig said Monday there
has been no disciplinary action of
any student or faculty member in
connection with the hoax.

The Game
Design Maior is
omclal!
YOU can now
become aGame
Design MaJorl
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Acoustic jam session
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COLUN\BIA COLLEGE CHICAGO
AND CtHCAGO'S SOUTti LOOP:
PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE
EXHIBITION AND LECTURE SERIES

Matthew Santos, senior music composition major, rocks out with
his acoustic guitar during the lunchtime Acoustic Music Series in
the Hokin Gallery of the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S.
Wabash Ave . on Oct. 19.

Gaming:
Growing industry

opening doors to
students
Continued from Front Page
"Getting that internship goes a long
way," said Laura Crowley, the human
resources director at Day I Studios.
"Oth er w ays are having a fantast ic
demo reel or playable model. Students
need to look at the games that are shipping and determine if thei r work is
competitive with what they are seeing
on the screen."
The gaming industry has expanded
into many facets of American culture.
According to the En tertainment Software
Association's 2005 data on the computer
and video game industry, nearly 75 percent of heads of households play PC or
video games, and the average age of
game players is 30. The average age of
the most frequent game purchaser is 37,
and 53 percent of garners expect to continue playing games as much, or more,
I 0 years from now
Following this trend, Game Culture, a
class offered th is spring, dea ls with
studying games as a cultural by-product.
One aspect of the course w ill be that students wi ll be required to buy, play and
complete a game from a list at the beginning of the term, said Brendan Riley,
Technology & Pedagogy coordinator,
who also helped develop the course and
will teach it.
"The point of the course is to think
about games, and how culture thinks
about games," Riley said.
Students are eager to see how the program will pan out. James Stennis, a senior television major, and president of student-based game club Versus, said that
having the major is a good idea "since
Columbi a is all about different medi-

ums."
"It looks interesting on paper," Stennis
said. 'The way it works is that students
will get together and work as a team to

design a game. I'm just curious if it's
poss ible. I wou ld like to think that
Columbia students have the ability to put
together something of that magnitude."
Columbia prides itself on diversi ty and
it wants to bring that atti tude to the gaming field.
"We want to make sure that there's a
diversity of voices and that it 's not just
one single kind of game that gets produced, but that people with different
agendas, different phi losophies and different stories to tell come to this medium
and use it for their own purposes so that
there's a broader range of stuff that's
available," Barbier sa id.
With the rise of concern about vio lence
in videogames, Bartoni said it's important for every game des ign student to
have an understanding of ethics and the
cultural implications of what 's produced.
Tim Darosa, public relations manager
for Midway Games, agreed. He said that
no one wi ll make a game in which the
character stalks the neighborhoods and
kill s people fo r the sake of killing
because it is considered immoral. He
added that video games have a rat ings
system and most stores won ' t sell
mature-rated games to kids who don 't
meet the age requirements.
"Video games are not cheap to make,"
Darosa said. "No company will spend
$ 10 million j ust to do it [for the sake of
making a violent game]. Storyline in
games along with Internet play will be
the two biggest changes in video games
[in the future]. I think storyline is huge."
The game design major at Columbia
has been planned with the students in
mind, whether the games are violent or
not.
"You could say that Dante's Inferno
was violent, right?" Bartoni said. " I
think that's an aspect of any med ium,
but I would say that it's not exclusive
to games. You don't come to school to
do something derivative, but yo u' re
here to see what yo u can do w ith the
med ium."
Students interested in the new g ame
design major can learn more in an informational meeting on Oct. 25 at 5 p .m. or
Oct. 26 at noon at Columbia s Wabash
Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave.. in
room 405.

Wednesdays
October 26th & November 2nd
6:00 - 8:30 pm
Columbia College Chicago Library
624 S. Michigan Ave.
3rd Floor

OCTOBER 26
Planning for the Preservation
of Our Campus Buildings
Ann McGuire
principa l architect with McGuire lgleski and Associates

NOVEMBER 2
The Future of the South Loop
panel discussion by members of the prese rvation, development,
architectural and residential communities
Accompanying Gallery show will be up until November 3rd

http:/ j www.lib.colum.edu/archhistory/
Columbia~
COLLICit:

C H IC AG O

Library

624 S. Michigan Ave.

Made possible through a 2004 Getty Foundation Grant.
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HOKIN
CENTER

SPACES
THE STUDENT CENTERS AND GALLERIES OF COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO

Current [C]Spaces Exhibitions Current [C]Spaces Events
GLASS CURTAIN GALLERY
1104 S WABASH AVENUE
HOURS: 10 AM - 5 PM TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY AND
10 AM - 7 PM ON M ONDAY AND THURSDAY

HUMAN EXHIBIT
A PERFORMANCE-BASED EVENING WITH GREG ALLEN AND
SELECTED COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO STUDENTS

VIsual Constructions: Photography by International
Alumni

Collaborative Performance

September 1 - October 14

Friday, October 28, 7pm
Glass Curtain Gallery
1104 S. Wabash

Anni Holm, Masaru Nakamoto, Camila Olarte
An international exhibition primarily exploring the me dium of digital
photography through the works of Columbia College Chicago alumni An ni
Holm (Denmark), Masaru Nakamoto {Japan), and Camila Olarte {Colombia).
Curated by Greg Wei ss.

Join us for Human Exhibit, a collaborative performance-based
evening with selected Columbia College Chicago students, led by
Greg Allen, founder of the internationally-renowned Nee-Futurists.

HOKIN GALLERY
623 S WABASH AVENUE
HOURS: 9 AM- 7 ,PM MONDAY- THURSDAY AND 9 AM- 5 PM ON FRIDAY

Sketchy IV
October 17 - November 4
Reception: October 19, 5-7
Sketchy will include work from students, st aff, and facu lty of Col umbia
Col lege Chicago. Loos e pa per sketches and sket chbooks will be exhibited.
The exhibition intends t o s how the process of making art, and provide s
an opp or tunity for all of Columbia to share o ne of their artistic processes.
Work collected will represent 2D portraits, landscapes, abstractions, and
graphics as well 3D sketches including theater, set, and fashion design

HOKIN ANNEX
623 S WABASH AVEN UE
HOURS: 9 AM - 7 PM MONDAY - THURSDAY AND 9 AM - 5 PM ON FRIDAY

Columbia Florence
October 17 - November 23
Reception: October 19, 5-7
This summer Columbia College Chicago students t raveled to Florence, Italy
with the Columbia Arts/Fl orence Summer Program . The work on view in
Columbia Floren ce: The Derive en Fil m was produced during t his s ummer
of intensive stud y where students collaborated on photography, video and
co llage.

C33 GA.I:.LERY
33 E CONGRESS AVENUE
HOURS: 9 AM - 7 PM MONDAY - THURSDAY AND 9 AM - 5 PM ON FR IDAY

Human Exhibit
will serve as the
culmination of
a two-week long
residency where
students, under the
guidance of Allen,
will be asked to
create work using
their own actual lives
and experiences
while exploring
the lines between
truth/fiction, acting/
performing, and
art/exhibitionism.
Greg Allen is the founder of The Nee-Futurist s and creator of
"Too Much Light Makes The Baby Go Blind" and over 50 other
performances that have been seen nationwide. He has taught NeoFuturism at universities and theater programs across the country.
He is an award-winning playwright/director and the recipient of three

Halloween Party
October 27, 2005
Hokin Annex
7-11 PM
COSTUME CONTEST!!

Alumni Permanent Collection: Fifteen Years of
Painting and Photography

Most Creative, Scariest, and Best Impersonation

October 17- November 14, 2005
Reception: October 19. 5-7

WIN PRIZES!!

For the first time [C] Spaces wi ll present a selected body of work from its
15-year collectio n in an exhibition setting. Th is small, but worthy selection
of paint1ng and photography is a retrospect ive of som e of the finest and
most notable pieces in th e collection.

Pumpkin Pie Eating
Halloween Party

Special Performance by RHYMEFEST
FREE FOOD, FORTUNE TELLER, CARICATURES, HENNA ARTIST
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track to provide emotion
than Crowe's previous
films.
Since I think my life is
more compelling than that
piece of crap movie, I think
I deserve a soundtrack to
rival one of Crowe 's. On a
day to day basis, any given
moment would be better
with the proper song rising
in the background. Let's go
through a day in my life
and provide a few examples.
7a.m.: Alarm clock goes
otT. I would like to say that
"Here Comes the Sun" by
the Beatles would play as I
hopped out of bed for an
early morning jog, but in reality, it
would probably be " Needles In My
Eyes" by The Beta Band, which opens
optimistically enough with birds
chirping, but stays fairly quiet and
avoids any unnecessary cheer. Early
morning cheer is obnoxious.
9a.m. : By now, I've had my coffee
and am struggling to keep focused, in
order to write for my deadline. Wired
with caffeine, anything by At The
Drive-In, the band that embodies frantic sporadic energy, blares in the background. Any sort of concentration is
impossible.
Noon: Lunchiime. Depending on
how my morning went, this period can
go either way: depression and anxiety,

or relief and sheer joy. On the
depression side, the song would be
Beck's " I Guess I'm Doing Fine,"
on which he sounds anything but
fine. If the morning went well, the title
track from Gorillaz' Demon Days
would work beautifully, with its
gospel-choir vocals singing an uplifting melody about rising above the
world's problems.
5p.m.: Whether my mood was good
or bad pre-class, it's bound to be dreary afterward. At this point, I need all
the encouragement I can get, so I' d opt
for The Streets' "Stay Positive."
Everything seems better when you
remember that you're not a heroin
junkie.
9p.m.: Getting ready to go out.
Although I usually end up in a relaxed,
quiet social scene, I like to pretend
that it's going to be a wild, crazy
night. A song with energy is essential,
and ridiculous hip-hop is often in
order. "Friday Night" by Ugly
Duckling is almost too perfect.
2a.m.: I'm sorry if it's been done,
but at this point in the night, 50 Cent's
"In the Club" is ALWAYS the perfect
song. Don 't deny it. It's the perfect
motivation to stay out as late as possible, thereby ensuring that you ' II be
hearing " Needles in My Eyes" come
sunrise. This time, I ignore the alarm
clock, just like you should ignore the
release of Elizabethtown . It's a piece
of crap.

ing about this loser guy I
dated when I was about I 6.
It 's really sad, but some
of the trashy lowlifes the
fem ale (and male) characters come across in the book
hit a litt le too close to home
for me. I don't know why it
happens. but when young
people get into relationships. it se~rns to be more
about the love of the game
than a genuine interest in
the person. Why is it that in
order to keep someone you
love around, you have to
pretend not to like them at
all? And when is it time to
sit down and realize that
relationships surrounded by
games are really not relationships at all?
" I'm so fucking tired of the game," my
roommate Tracey recently told me.
" Why is it still going on?"
Until recently, I was the last person
who should be answering that question.
Back when I made minimum wage
selling cookies in the mall, I decided it
would be my personal goal to make the
sales-boy at an awful, tacky store fall in
love with me. With slews of mallrats
fawning over him, and an ego far too big
for a boy of his size, I decided I would
play hardball until he was mine.
I eventually was "lucky" enough to
call him my boyfriend. He ignored my
calls most of the time, flirted with other
girls in front of me and grabbed my
boobs in public. It must have been love.
Well, I thought it was. He bullshitted

me enough to get me in the sack. PooP.
went my virginity, and silt days later, he
was gone too.
As catastrophic as it was for me at
the time, I eventually reali zed ,that my
brief love affair was no more than an
ado lescent boy's quest to get laid and
that putting up with ~omeon e 's bullshit
did not constitute a relatiOns hip. As
much as I regret losmg the V-card at
such a young age, I appreciate the fact
that he was th e last guy to treat me that
way and make me fee l so
unappreciated- and quite possibly the
last guy who ever will.
While I feel that I have finally found
someone to have a pseudo-adult relationship with for a while, I see the people around me caught in the game of
cat and mouse. And there's really nothing I can do about it.
Until you find someone on your wavelength, games are inevitable. Call
screening, canceling plans, confusing
behavior- all of the things that make
you want to scream and cry while leaving you just enough hope to stick
around. Ugh. It's pretty awful.
The fact of the matter is, as cheesy as
it sounds, until you decide you're done
putting up with assholes, douchebags
and losers, those are most likely the people you are going to attract.
So, while I will revel in the fact that
my aforementioned virginity-stealer is
now a burnout loser, you should all
devour my wisdom, get out there nnd
kick all of the game players you know
out of your lifc>-or just go read Meno 's
book. It's real good. And, Hunter, I
promise I'll give it back soon.

Soundtrack of
our lives
A few weeks ago, I was given the
opportunity to see an advance screening of Cameron Crowe's latest film,
Elizabethtown . Being a huge fan of
Crowe's past work, such as Almost
Famous and Singles, I was really looking forward to it. Unfortunately, it was
a piece of crap. I'm not going to justify my opinion, this isn't a movie
review. It was crap, and that's that.
However, it did have some redeeming qualities, among which was its
soundtrack . Crowe is renowned for
compiling emotionally striking soundtracks, and Elizabethtown follows suit.
In fact, the movie seems to know that
it's a complete piece of crap, and
relies even more heavily on the sound-

Relationships
of the damned
I am not the most financially sound
person in the world, and have quite a
reputation for being one of those people
who never return movies or books on
time upon borrowing them. So, you can
imagine my delight when our dear assistant A&E editor Hunter loaned me his
C!lP)' of Joe Meno's much-acclaimed
Hairstyles of the Dammed. The book is
fabulous-which 90 percent of the population already knows, but I digress.
Aside from Meno's obvious gift for storytelling, it takes me back to my years of
growing up around punk-rock kids on
Chicago's South Side. I even went to the
same high school aa the book's heroine,
Gretchen, and worked in the same, shitty mall as her sister. As I became further
and further entranced with the book's
characters and storyline, it got me think-
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'Street Angel' bottles evil,
roises sociol oworeness
Collection shows that homeless can be heroes
By Hunter Ciauss/Assistant A&E Editor
They' re the forgotten citizens,
the ones standing out in front of
convenience stores and on street
comers asking for money. For
one reason or another, the homeless have slipped through the
cracks of society, and in some
ways they represent how dreams
and plans for the future can easily go wrong.
A new comic book published
by Slave Labor Graphics, however, uses the traditional superhero format to tell a much deeper
and personal story by incorporating the homeless.
Street Angel Volume One: The
Princess of Poverty, which is
drawn by Jim Rugg and written
by Rugg and Brian Maruca, follows skateboarding orphan Jesse
Sanchez, also known as the
crime fighter Street Angel. With
her kung fu moves and her deadly skateboard, Jesse not on ly
saves the world from time-traveling conqui stadors, but also has to
dig through dumpsters in order to
find something to eat.
This juxtaposition of Jesse's
personal cha llenges a nd tha t of
her superhero persona drive
many of the stories collected in
this collection. In one particular
storyline, Jesse is called on by
the mayor of the fictional Angel
City to stop the mad scientist
known as Dr. Pangea, whose
master plan is to unit e all of

if)

~

~

~

earth's continents into the gigantic land mass that it once was.
This mad scientist is so dedicated to his bizarre plan that he
kidnaps the mayor 's bratty
daughter- who is pampered to
the point where Dr. Pangea has
her seated in a reclining chair
and drinking out of a champagne
glass as one of her hands is
chained to a wall.
While Jesse fi ghts her way
through all of Dr. Pangea' s ninja
henchmen, she ne ver gets so
much as a simple " thank you"
from the mayor 's daughter. In
fact, the daughter repeatedly
makes rude comments about
Jesse's appearance. The fact that
Jesse is homeless and s mells
funny is more important to the
daughter than the fact that Jesse
killed a bazi llion ninjas in order
to save her.
In some ways readers have to
as k themselves who the real
antagonist of the story is. Whi le
Dr. Pangea is the typical superhero, comic-book villain, the
mayor 's daughter acts as a foil to
the heroic Jesse, who never once

responds to any of the daughter's
insults. Since she doesn't even
have a name, the mayor's daughter represents the genera l
ungrateful human being many of
us encounter from time to time,
and the fact that Jesse is able to
ca lmly ignore the rude and

insulting comments with ease
makes Jesse even more noble and
endearing.
It is in this way that Street Angel
captures the essence of what made
comic books like The Uncanny XMen and The Amazing Spiderman
such iconic and highly-regarded
pieces of work. Titles like these
take the concept of the outsider as
the superhero and, aside from battling super villains and saving the
world, show how the main character deals with personal issues that
readers can easily relate to.
While Jesse's adventures are
enjoyable to read, the validi ty of
her accounts must be taken into
consideration. In one story, Jesse
rumbl es with a satanic cu lt that is
attempti ng to pillage a Roman
Catholic Church. Jesse tak es
suc h a beatmg from the leader of
the cult that Jesus Christ steps
into the fray. While Jesse manages to pull through, the story
ends with her waking up in a
classroom to her teac her's insistent nagging.
Sure, this could be a de us ex
machina if it weren't for the fac t
that Jesse leads two differe nt
lives: one of a cri me fig hter and
one of a homeless young woman
struggling to get by. Because the
stories are amazingly imaginative, it's hard to determine
whether or not her battle with the
satanic cult was real or if Jesse is

The adventures of Jesse Sanchez, aka Street Angel, include a
cast of colorful characters.
making all of this up as a way to
control some aspect of her life.
The over-the-top stories,
which unfold the seemingly simple life of Jesse, are so delightful
to read that the reader can tell
Rugg and Maruca really enjoy
what they do. Rugg's a rtwork
complements the stories so well
that one gets the feeling that
Street Angel is definitely on the

road to becoming something like
Will Eisner 's The Spirit. For a

Street Angel Vol. One:
The Princess of Poverty
by Jim Rugg and Brian
Maruca
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Left: Jesse Sanchez often takes a beating when saving the world from ninja street gangs. Right: The mayor's daughter gives Jesse a hard time for being homeless.
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Movie morothon o'mossocre' on
potrons' sleep pofferns

Horror movie classics rise from the dead at Music Box Theatre
By Hunter Clauss/Assistant A&E Editor
There's an old man sitting two
aisles up, kicking back a few
beers. Off to the left is a middleaged man dressed to impress in
his own vampire costume, and a
young man outfitted as the late
Hunter S. Thompson is sitting
with a lady friend to the right,
both looking through the contents
of Thompson's briefcase.
All of them have their 3-D
glasses on, and are all watching
the 1954 horror movie classic
Creature f rom the Black Lagoon,
which was just one of the many
movies screened during the
Mus ic Box Massacre, a 24-hour
horror movie marathon that
started on Saturday, Oct. 15 and
ran until Sunday, Oct. 16 at the
Music Box Theatre, 3733 N.
Southport Ave.
The most remarkable thing
about the Music Box Massacre
wasn 't so much the odd collection of people who showed up
for the event, but how the audience interacted with the films.
During each of the movies, for
instance the dated Creature from
the Black Lagoon, the audience

was daring enough to roll jokes
off of the movie, and they were
willing to laugh with it. By the
end of each movie, the audience
members clapped and cheered as
if they had just seen a musical
performance.
"Horror movie crowds are
always great," said Rusty Nails,
who hosted the event and did not
sleep for the whole 24 hours.
One horror fan who showed up
for the event was local film
director Gary Sherman of
Poltergeist Ill fame . One of
Sherman's films, Death Line, is
about the mysterious- sometimes hilarious--disappearances
of passengers waiting for a train
in the London Underground.
Sherman said that he likes to
mix comedy with horror into his
films because it "disarms people."
"You're setting people up for
horror and you release it with
humor," Sherman said.
In addition to Death Line and
Poltergeist Ill, Sherman just finished his new film, 39-A Film
by Carroll McKane, which is
about a serial killer who kidnaps

a prominent psychologist to film
his own death. Sherman said it
was his scariest movie yet,
because the film is shot like a
documentary through the killer's
own camera.
"What you see is what he
wants you to see,'' Sherman said .
"What you hear is what he wants
you to hear. You're watching a
documentary of a guy who gets
as evil as he gets."
Other films that were included
in the marathon were Nosferatu ,
George Romero's Tire Crazies,
David Cronenberg's Scan ners
and another horror movie class ic, The Howling.
Some of the movies showed
during the festival raised awareness of pressing social issues
suc h as gun control.
" I think people in the Amazon
should own guns in case there
are creatures in their lagoons,"
said Laura Schatz, a horror
movie enthusiast.
Other issues that were discussed during the movie marathon
were HI V and AIDS. Money collected throughout the Music Box

Massacre was donated
to Open Hand Chicago,
1648 W. Howard St.,
which is a volunteerbased organization that
provides assistance for
low-income individuals
with HIV/AIDS who
are living in the
Chicagoland area.
" I like to choose charities people might not
know about," Nails
said.
Nails said the Music
Box sold about 200 Southport Ave., hosted a feast of fright
tickets for the event, for horror fans.
which he considers to
be reason enough to have the because I would wake up at the
most intense parts," MC said outevent next year.
That may be too long a wait side the theater after the event.
While they did not bring sleepfor some of the Massacre survivors such as Wes Stokes, who ing bags, some of the items in
their supplies were rice cakes,
is a film major at Columbia.
"I'd do it next week," Stokes lightly salted popcorn and
said. Stokes stayed the entire 24 chocolate covered espresso
hours with his friend, Jude MC, beans for caffeine.
"I think I've reached my lim it
who is an audio major at Columbia.
Both stayed overnight and slept at in caffeine," Stokes said.
the Music Box Theatre.
"Falling asleep was cool
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COMING OCTOBER 2005

A new way for Columbia College students and parents to access
billing statements and pay online.

WHAT CAN CCCPAY DO?
-? The flexibility to view your bill
electronically 24 t10urs a cJay.
·1 days a week via the internet
through the Oasis Portal
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-? The ability to pay your tJill
electroniw lly 24 t1ours a day,
7 days a week via t11e internet
through check or credit carcJ•·
-? The option to authorize third
parties to view and pay tile
hill, such as a parent, guarciian
or sponsor anywhere or anyt1me
-? Email notification when a new
bill has arrived

-? View your current bill pius a
~1istor y of bills online
-?Ability to access and print a
PDF of the paper bill
-? Immediate confirmation of
you1· payment

CCCf'.'\Y IS A SERVICE
BROUGHT TO YOU BY:
Student Financial Services
Columbia College Chicago
600 S Michigan
Chicago. ll 60605
:1.-866-705-0200
sfs@colum .edu

PLEASE CHECK YOl:R 0.•\S/5 EM.\!L
F-Clft UPDNt S 0N WHUJ CCCP/•Y 'tiiLL
llf: t,V,\!I.A(li.E •\N() fhlW I'•J IJ·>I·: ;}'
OR VJS;T OUR WEOSITF. AT
'1\"N'H.colurn.edu;sfs 10~ mort: dcta:ls.
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Three Is a crowd
Steve Martin's Shopgirl b rings new emotional
depth to the classic love triangle
By Todd Burbo/A&E Edrtor

t seems insulting to have a
Yale graduate battling
cyborgs alongside Arnold
Schwarzenegger, but despite her
Ivy-League pedigree, Claire
Danes found herself doing just
that . Sure , she volunteered for
her part in Terminator 3 , but one
can't help but think she was
somehow tricked into it. Just
look at her resume leading up
to TJ: There was her debut as
Angela Chase on TV ' s "My SoCalled Life ," her take on
Shakespeare in Romeo + Juliet,
her work in the U.S. version of
the anime masterpiece Princess
Mononoke and he r appearance
in indie film lgby Goes Down.
It' s a body of work filled with
art-house fare , not Hollywood

I

"I wasn't trying to do anything Steve Martin-esque. I wouldn't dare."

With the release of Shopgir1 on Oct. 28, Danes returns to
the sort of material that has built her career. The film is a delicate balance of intelligence, humor and emotional depth-a
romantic comedy of such high caliber that ~ almost defies the
label.
Shopgir1 is clearly a superior piece of filmmaking that is nevertheless in danger of being overshadowed by its direct competition, the higher-profile Cameron Crowe film Elizabethtown,
a honrible mess of generic romantic-comedy cliche. Both premiered at the Chicago International Film Festival this Oct.,
~ Susan Sarandon making a public appearance on behalf
of Elizabethtown. Danes and her Shopgir1 co-star Jason
Schwartzman were in town representing their film, hoping that
their combined star-power would be enough to out-shine
Sarandon.
They needn't worry; their work speaks for~~. Based on the
Steve Martin novella of the same name, Shopgir1, which is
directed by Anand Tucker, tells the story of Mirabelle {Danes), a
starving artist tom between two mao-Jeremy {Schwartzman),
a perpetually broke free-spirit, and Ray {Steve Martin), the
suave, well-to-do older gentleman who represents a lifestyle

she can only dream about. On the surface, the story seems
incredibly shallow, ~ a cute gir1 trying to choose between
money and love, but Martin's remar1<able writing and a well-chosen cast bring an incredible depth and reality to the screen.
What sets this love triangle apart is that all three characters are
sympathetic-there is no villain to root against.
Danes, who had read Martin's novella long before the film
was conceived, said that she saw Mirabelle's depth despite the
seemingly cliched plot. She is an ever-<:hanging character,
which Danes said both attracted her to the role and provided a
constant challenge for her during the shoot. As Mirabelle
evotved, Danes said she was forced to essentially play a different rote from day to day. "She really has a trajectory; it's pretty
dearly defined within the script," Danes said. "In the beginning , I
was careful to play her as someone who was really stagnant.

Anand was actually telling me to appear kind of plastic. And in
the end, when she becomes more expressive and functional ,
we can enjoy that satisfaction, that evolution."
Visualizing that evolution was perhaps the most important
aspect of the film's production. According to Danes, the movie
is very much about setting an atmosphere and tone, yet is very
plot-<lriven, detailing a series of events that leads to change for
every character involved.
The story was supported by a stellar production crew, including costume designer Nancy Steiner, who dressed the fashionable cast of Lost in Translation, and production designer
William Arnold, who worked on the visually gorgeous Punch
Drunk Love. While the crew almost ensured that the movie
would look beautiful, the responsibility of creating an interesting,
yet static character fell on Danes.
"It was a challenge for me to play someone who was so quiet
and depressed, because she's also on the screen all the time,"
Danes said of her character, a Saks Fifth Avenue employee. "I
was really nervous that people were not going to stay ~ me
when I was just standing behind that bloody counter."
The stoicism of Mirabelle is offset beautifully by the upfront
humor of Schwartzman's character, Jeremy. Schwartzman
excels at playing misunderstood geniuses, as he proved with
his role as Max Fischer in Wes Anderson's Rushmore. Many
will be quick to classify his character as a slacker, but
Schwartzman disagrees, saying that his character is very motivated.
"I think he has ambition, I just don't think he's familiar with
how it feels," Schwartzman said. "I think [Mirabelle] harnesses it
or funnels it into some sort of point. All of a sudden he has a
goal."
Schwartzman and Danes are quick to deny credit for the
film's quality. Both cite Martin's writing as the work's primary
strength, but also shower each other with endless praise.
"It was such a thrill to work with Jason," Danes said. "I was
just following him, just trying to keep up. We always talk about
how important it is to be in the moment, and I felt like I didn't
have a choice because what he was doing was so compelling.
He kept me really engaged."
The majority of the film's laughs come from Schwartzman's
skill at improvisation, which lends an invaluable spontaneity to

the dialogue. He said that Martin's script provided an excellent
framework to his character, but scene by scene, he brought
Jeremy to life through spur-of-the-moment lines and mannerisms.
It could be suggested that Schwartzman was emulating
Martin himself, who was a major comedic presence in the '80s.
Schwartzman acknowledges that Martin had a huge presence
in the films of his childhood, and probably provided a subconscious influence, but says that he doesn't try to emulate any
comedian.
"I wasn't trying to do anything Steve Martin-esque. I wouldn't
dare," Schwartzman said, laughing. According to
Schwartzman, it was Danes, not Martin, who had a major influence on his performance. He claims that working ~ Danes
brought out his inner-Jeremy, and went so far as to say that he
wasn't sure he could play the role without her. "I don't know
what happened, but to work with her was so natural," he said.
"When I started to act with Claire, that was when the character
came out of me. I might have had Jeremy's skeleton, but she
was the X-ray machine."
Where Schwartzman filled the gaps in his character's fa..,de
with improv, Danes chose to accentuate the details of Martin's
writing, which focused much more heavily on her character.
From the writing, she took details such as her character's posture and mannerisms.
"Steve created such detailed portraits of these people." she
said. "That's a huge gifl, because a lot of times writers are not
so skillful or imaginative."
Despite the fact that it portrays an emotionally crippling love
triangle, Schwartzman and Danes swear that Shopgir1 is actually a positive look at life and love. Schwartzman emphasizes the
journey, not the end result, as the most inspiring aspect of the
movie. Danes, on the other hand, seems most excited by the
film's finale. She sees it as overwhelmingly positive, but
acknowledges that many won't share her point of view.
"I'm so reassured by the ending." Danes said. "I think it's a
coming of age story for everybody involved. Even the old fogy,
who's supposed to be a grown up when we maet him, but is
very limited and terrified of surrendering control, and investing in
another person and loving selflessly. It's hard to call yourse~ a
man if you can't do that."
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Follow the silk rood

Chicago theater aims to dispel misconceptions and
bridge cuffural differences
By Tiffany Breyne/Assistant A&E Editor

On Sept. 10, 2001, Muslim-Americans
were perceived as foreign and mysterious.
By Sept. 12, they were seen as scary,
maybe even life-threatening.
The founders of the nonprofit Silk Road
Theater Project in Chicago are on a mission
to break all of these misconceptions of
Muslim-Americans and other cultures from
Asian, Middle-Eastern and Mediterranean
backgrounds. Their latest production, "Ten
Acrobats in an Amazing Leap of Faith,"
which opened Oct. 22 at The First United
Methodist Church, 77 W. Washington St.,
shoots directly at that goal.
"Ten Acrobats," directed by Stuart
Carden, is about a Muslim-American family trying to find a place in American society while juggling its own culture's faith and
values.
Inspired by the attacks of Sept. 11 ,
founders and life-partners Jamil Khoury
and Malik Gillani decided it was important
to somehow make that day a memorable
one for less obvious reasons.
"9/11 was a very life-defining event, and
you want to take something that's really
horrible and find some kind of positive
response to it," Khoury said. "I'm half Arab
and Malik is from Pakistan, so we were
really concerned about the Arab and
Muslim communities. And there was a
great deal of misunderstanding from all
sides about one another. We thought that

theater is such a wonderful bridge, a way to
bring stories and perspective and experiences in a forum that is safe and engaging."
Before starting the theater company,
Khoury was a cross-cultural and diversity
teacher and Gillani was an IT consultant.
Though still at their day jobs, both men also
work non-stop to run the theater company.
With four other productions already behind
them and one coming up in the spring, the
theater has managed to find stories it
believes convey the message of finding
similarities in cultural differences.
Khoury said that while spending months
to come up with a way to spread their message, the men came up with ideas along the
educational route such as lectures or educational theories, but decided that theater
would reach a wider audience. Both men
realized that there were many minority
groups not represented on Chicago stages,
and they hope to be the voice for the
Middle-Eastern community.
Regina Wellner, Columbia teacher and
faculty advisor for MOSAIC, a Columbia
organization focused on studying Middle
Eastern culture, said that Silk Road and
other institutions in the city are a great way
to bridge cultural differences. Wellner mentions organizations such as CAIR, the
Council on American-Islamic Relations, an
international group with the vision to help
enhance understanding of Middle Eastern

cultures and provide mutual understanding.
Wellner also credits Chicago specifically
for organizations such as Silk Road and the
Council of Islamic Organizations of
Greater Chicago.
" [They're] trying to find ways to breach
the differences and I think it's good, that
maybe when we look at the news we somehow are left with the impress ion that
Muslim American aren't like us, even
though they're Americans, too," Wellner
said. "So plays like [Silk Road's] help to
say that everybody's still worried about
their kid going to school and getting good
grades, paying the mortgage, all [those]
kind of things, and we can connect individually."
While the theater company does focus
heavily on the Silk Road aspect, Khouriy
believes that anyone can relate to the "Ten
Acrobats" characters.
He hopes that the play will dispel any
ideas that Muslim-Americans are different
or exotic. Khoury said the family in the
production is a norrnal, conflicted family;
parents and children bicker and deal with
issues of gender and sexuality.
"We've had people see the previews and
they're like, 'Oh my god that's an Italian
family,' or 'That's an African-American
family,"' Khoury said. "They can see the
parallel particularly when you're somehow
stigmatized, when you're somehow bad or

Photos Courtesy
The cast of Ten Acrobats in an Amazing Leap of Faith; above right: lrit Levit, Monica Lopez and Jen Albert; above: Steven
and Ani! Hurkadli.
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dangerous."
Though "Ten Acrobats" does dip into
finding similarities between cultures, it also
portrays a cultural theme not often brought
to the public eye before 9/11. Khoury said
feedback from all the productions has been
positive, with audience members thanking
them for opening their eyes to new perspectives and ideas.
Wellner believes that 9/ I I was the spark
people needed seek out other cultures.
"One wants to hope that this isn't only
coming out of 9/11, that we would have
sooner or later started to recognize the need
to make those connections," Wellner said.
"I think in light of the heightened emotions
that are associated with 9/11 that this really
is important."
No matter what the inspiration is to see
"Ten Acrobats" or other Silk Road productions, Khoury hopes to see some kind of
effect on the audience and their perception
of family and culture.
"(The play's] entertaining, but we want it
to also challenge," Khoury said. "If it doesn' t challenge, then we're not really interested in it. Even if it makes you uncomfortable, I think there's something to be said
about being uncomfortable. But I think
places like Chicago, you're gonna find people who have a curiosity or a desire to know
[these things.]"
"Ten Acrobats in an Amazing Leap of
Faith " is playing through Dec. 30 at The
Historic Chicago Temple, 77 W
Washington St. For more information on
Silk Road Theater Project, visit
www.srtp.org
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nonymity is a mysterious design, scratching out
curiosities and teasing the imagination. That's
what obscure horror movies and Bleeding Skull ,
the founder of a horror movie review website,
have in common.
Known only as Bleeding Skull, the 27-year-old has a
hidden identity to his advantage, a llowing website visitors to enjoy the numerous movie reviews from a mystery
man with one main goal: bringing to life "spooking trash
from beyond the grave."
Bleeding Skull is hosted through SweetThunder.org, a
website run by friends. The site started up in January
2004 and is dedicated to reviewing the obscure horror
fil ms from the '50s to the '80s, whi ch are separated into
VHS and DVD categories and feature interviews and
monthly rants on specific movies. The original inspiration for the Bleeding Skull website was finding video
stores going out of business and stocking up on their $1
obscure horror movies.
" I think the whole reason I' m into these movies is that
they're so much fun to watch, and it's a stress reliever to
just hang out and watch them," Bleeding Skull said to
The Chronicle. "I was really into a certain kind of review
that I wasn't finding online. I thought that people were
taking themselves too seriously, and that their reviews
were really clinical and very 'by the books."'
With a surplus of reviews to choose from, Bleeding
Skull offers entertaining and truly sincere thoughts on his
beloved horrors. In his description of The Thrill Killers,
a 1964 film by director Ray Dennis Steckler, Bleeding
Skull compares watching it to "watching an old tape of
the Beatles on Ed Sullivan." His passion for the nostalgic, raw and darkly under-toned film makes the review an
easy read and offers an uncommon perspective.
Yet Bleeding Skull is just one part of the cult follow ing
for classic horror movies, an underground fascination for
an almost dead breed of entertainment.
"Definitely, it's a niche market," Fred Adelman said.
"People either get it or they don 't. There's no inbetween- you either like these fi lms or you hate them."
Critical Condition, an online magazine about obscure
and scary movies, is founded by Adelman and started in

Bleeding Skull website
specializes in
obscure horror films
By Tiffany Breyne/A&E Editor

Photo Courtesy of Bleeding Skull
The Bleeding Skull website offers screams and
scares with its horror movie reviews.

1982 as a newsletter to alert his friends of new horror
films.
Nowadays , movies like House of Wax and The Ring are
considered horror and aim more for visual effects and
audience appeal , rather than pure twisted tales of terror.
Bleeding Skull blames this on the introduction of movie
theaters and VHS: As these entertainment formats grew
more popular, the small window for independent filmmakers and companies kept shrinking.
As for why Bleeding Skull even bothers to review VHS
movies, which are near extinction, his reasoning goes
beyond skin-deep.
" A lot of these movies aren't available on DVD, and
I've always collected big box horror movies on VHS,"
Bleeding Skull said. " I think there's just a romantic thing
about holding these ancient, cardboard, huge boxes that
are falling apart."
Bleeding Skull lists Herschell Gordon Lewis and Ray
Dennis Steckler as his favorite horror film directors. He
said Gordon Lewis is originally from Chicago and started making films with the intent to make money. Gordon
Lewis made the first gore film in 1963 called Blood
Feast, about an Egyptian caterer who kills women and
use their body parts to bring an Egyptian goddess back to
life.
Adelman thinks that the biggest boom in the obscure
horror movie industry was in the '70s and '80s, though he
sees a new wave of similar movies coming back in the
future. He believes that this market runs in cycles, and
film companies are starting to cater to the people who
look toward the unrated DVD version of movies in contrast to its cleaner theater version.
Bleeding Skull said he doesn 't think there will ever be
a short supply of horror movies.
" Just when you think you've seen it all , you see something else," Bleeding Skull said. " It 's crazy once you get
into it. There 's just so much o ut there."
For re1•icws and ideas on how to spend Hal!oll'e.en night,
check 011t \\'ll'>:sweeulumdet:orglbleedingskllll ami " ""''. critconon/ine. com.
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More thon iust condy
Chicago paints the city orange with
Chicagoween festivities
By Pamela Mason, Erin O'Connor and Cathleen Stanger/Staff Writers
From haunted ei rides to
Broadway-inspired face paintings;
Halloween in Chicago has a lot to
offer this year with the ninth aruJUal Chicagoween celebration.
One activity at the festival is
the Midnight C ircus, in which a
team of performance artists puts
on an acrobatic show three times
daily in the Haunted Village at

Pumpkin Plaza, which is what
Daley Plaza is called by the city
during the Halloween season.
With lively music and stunts, the
Midnight Circus usually draws
quite a crowd.
"You'd be surprised how many
people come out on their lunch
breaks to watch the show," said
Ann Sylvester, media relations and
marketing specialist for the
mayor 's office of special events.
The festival is estimated to draw
over 250,000 people during its 17day run that kicked off Oct. 14.
Another group of performers
sets out for Daley Plaza around
Halloween: members of the
" Wicked" cast. The Broadway tale
of the "Witches of Oz" playing
inChicago this fall proved to be a
hit with Chicagoans, and the
Chicagoween celebration aims to
test their knowledge of the show by
offering a "Wicked" singing contest for fans.
"Just by the nature and content
of the show there is a strong correlation with Halloween," said
Tim Boles, publicist fo r the musical. "It's a great opportunity,
because this month also marks the
show's six month anniversary."
At the preliminary rounds, 50
contestants were randomly selected. They were then asked to sing a
predetermined 60-second selection
from one of"Wicked"'s most popular songs. The five songs contestants chose from were, "Defying

Gravity," " The Wizard and 1,"
" Dancing Through Life," "For
Good" and "Popular."
Five contestants were chosen
both days, and those ten finalists
have moved on to the "Wicked"
contest finals. The finals will be
held on Oct. 30, in Daley Plaza.
The Wicked tent will also offer
green face painting for those interested in mimicking their favorite
witches from the show.
Those interested in eerie travel,
need look no further than the
Haunted " L," which rides through
the city during the next few weeks.
The theme to this year's eighth
annual Haunted "L" is author/illus-

trator Maurice Sem!ak 's classic
story Where the Wild Things Are.
Large-scale puppets tell the story
of Max, who pretends to be a monster and threatens to eat his mother
after he is sent to bed without any
dinner. When Max is asleep he falls
into a dream world that takes him
on many magical and mystical
quests.
"Even though the show is based
on a famous book, we put our
own original spin to it," said
Jason Bowen, executive director
and cast member of the Quest
Theatre Ensemble, which provides the theater for the el ride
this year. The Quest Theatre
Ensemble, which bills itself as the
People's theater of C hicago, is the
same not-for-profit theater company that put the show on last
year.
Attendees hoping to play some
dress-up of their own can participate in the official Halloween
costume contest, planned for
October 22. A Halloween costume parade on State Street takes
place the same day.

Ana Gasteyer, the former
Saturday Night Live star who
now plays Elphaba in "Wicked,"
and Kate Reinders, who stars as
Olinda in the musical, are the
scheduled grand marshals of the
parade.
Whether it's theater or just a few
cool surprises, Cbicagoween aims
to bring people of all ages into the
city for some fun.
"One of the mayor's objectives
[was] to create year round family
oriented activities," Sylvester said.
"He wanted to celebrate the entire
month of October, rather than
focus just on Halloween. He takes
it as an opportunity to celebrate
with many activities all throughout
the city, with all of the organizations and institutions taking part for
the entire month."

Admission to all activities in
Daley Plaza is free; Haunted "L"
rides are on a first come, first
served basis. For more information
on all of the Halloween festivities
happening around Chicago visit
www. cityofch icago. o rglspecialevents.

COLUMBIA CHRONICLE
INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO
A SPECIAL SCREENING
Stop by The Columbia Chronicle
Office
33 E. Congress, Suite 224
Chicago
Monday, October 24th, during
regular office hours to pick up a
complimentary pass (admits two)
to a special screening of

on 'fuesday, October 25th
at AMC City North.
Passes are available while supplies last, on a first-come, first-served bnsls.
One pass per adult. No purchase necessary. Employees of all
promotional partners and their agencies are not eligible.
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~Taurus (Ap ril21

- May 21): You will meet someone on the Internet who

'W looks really hot in his or her pictures, but when you meet, he/she will obvwus-

c:a~-tatr&OI!JliDAIID

SOUTlt BARRINGTON

ly be homely. Better luck next time, Gullible von Dorkface.

.... l ..n.p.MJfli.J.J.t.Mt

AND A THEAJRE NE AR YOU1

Gemin i (May 22 - June 21): You usually lie to your boss about missing your
train, saying you slept in. Today however, you really will miss your train. but
you' lllie and say that you slept in. It really doesn't make any sense.

Out of My Head

Cancer (June 22 - July 23): By this time tomorrow, the ground will be cov·
ered in snow. Think about it.

by Scotty Carlson
Leo (July 24 - Aug. 23): You ' re a hero!
Virgo (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23): A sinking feeling in your stomach will prompt you
to go on a long trip in an enclosed vehicle today to "just get out," which is
unfortunate, because really you just have diarrhea.

~ Libra (Sept. 24 -

Oct. 23): As the lead singer of the band, you feel like you

~ have to break the news to your drummer that he is a spaz. Little do you kno w
..
•

all dntmmers arc complete spazzes; it's actually a social nonn .
Scorpio (Oct. 24 - Nov. 22): Spice Girls say: Spice up your life!
Sagittarius (Nov. 23 - Dec. 21): You 've been damned. I'm sorry, I wish it
weren't true.
Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 20): Your eyes are like clear summer pools of blue
and your hair has the rich smell of lilac. I'm in love with you.

~Aquarius (J an. 21 ~
~

Feb. 19): Are you F-ing kidding m en ght now?

Pisces (Feb. 20 - Mar. 20): Clue #2: The one you dcsrre rs actually from
Canada, and has spent years in speech therapy to eliminate that annoying "ch'.'"
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Let the 'Game' begin
olumb ia's board of
trustees overwhelmingly approved the
introduction of a bachelor
of arts in game design at its
Oct. 6 meeting. finally putting into place a major that
has been in the works for
more than a year.
Beginning in the spring
semester of 2006, the
results of this decision
should benefit students for
years to come.
As Annette Barbier,
chair of the newly created
Department of Interactive
Arts and Media, told The
Chronicle, "It's clear to the
high levels of administration that this is a really
important 2 1st century art
form that we as an arts and
communications college
need to be considering and
incorporating into our
menu of things that we
offer to students."
Offering another choice
of major is crucial to
bringing students to the
college as well as keeping
them satisfied. The addition of yet another option
can only increase the
potential of what our
school has to offer. After
all, similar courses can
already be found in the
curricula offered at nearby
DePaul University and the

C

Un iversity of Illinois at
Chicago.
While video games may
seem to be a leisurely, dismissible form of entertainment, in fact the industry
generates more than $7
billion a year. Buttonmashing thumbs are connected to the minds that
make these products possible. It's only logical that
Columbia offer its students
classes exploring the possibilities involved in creating these games and, with
them, a career.
The four areas of concentration for the game design
major-game development,
programming, animation
and audio---certainly allow
for a variety of studies that
will benefit the ambitions
of Columbia students.
Those pursuing the major
will be required to take the
traditional electives, liberal arts and science core
classes like the rest of us.
The term student, after all,
implies studying. And
receiving a degree in any
major should require hitting the books, not just
completing the latest
Mario adventure for college credit.
Still, the newly created
Department of Interactive
Arts and Media-follow-

ing a merger of Interactive
Multimedia and Academic
Computing- is prone to
some questioning.
More specifically, how
much could this endeavor
cost Columbia for meeting
the requirements necessary
for equipping such classes? The college will
require ample space for
these lessons and these are
concerns Columbia must
to keep in mind when it
comes to meeting the
needs of its other departments.
We understand that the
appeal of video games
does not simply disappear
with the process of maturity. Rather, the technology
has grown with us.
Nowadays, a majority of
people of all ages in the
country
invest
what
equates to big money and
countless time in these
games.
It only makes sense that
Columbia provide its students with another avenue
to explore, and keep the
college competitive in
what it can offer its students. In the end, the hopes
of a game design major
won' t just be judged by the
students who seek it, but
the college that started the
system up to begin with.

BACK FROM TI-tE DRAWING BOARDS

I demand a fair and balanced trial!
Chris Gallevo/The Chronicle

lETTERS TO THE EDITOR:

Chicago gets painted black
prediction made not
so long ago was that
the city of Houston
could soon eclipse Chicago
as the third-most populated
city in the U.S., but few
people could have predicted what we experienced
this past weekend.
Indeed, the Chicago
White Sox hosted their
first World Series contest
in 46 years, with the
American League champions competing against a
Houston Astros team that
represents the franchise's
first fall classic appearance
in its 44 -year history.
Here's to hoping that
size-be it population or
the length of sufferingreally does matter.
Despite the number of
televisions
that
will
undoubtedly be tuned in
thro ughout Chicago and
Houston this week, we
doubt that network executives and their advertisers
are salivating over the two
markets involved in this
year 's October baseball.
Their loss.
Wh ile recent years have
made it seem as though the
Yankees-Red Sox rivalry is
the only matchup worthy
of nationwide attention, it's
about time two other cities
basked in the spotlight. Por

A

us here in Chicago, this
past weekend was one to
savor and one we'd like to
partake in every year.
No longer do we need to
speak in hushed tones
about our interest in the
post-season, as we are
finally a part of it. One
does not need to have been
raised in the Windy City to
understand its history of
meltdowns, letdowns and
altogether embarrassing
outcomes for our professional sports franchises.
And it's with that in mind
that the accomplishments
of this year's White Sox
are all the more reason to
feel invigorated.
The increasing amount
of black ball caps among
our pedestrians, the street
vendors offering championship merchandise on the
comers and the signs proclaiming "Go Sox!" in the
windows of businesses
throughout Chicago offer
us a sense of excitement
we wish the city could
experience year-round.
Not since we were
spoiled with the Bulls'
dynasty of the 1990s has
Chicago had this sort of
adrenaline rush.
We had grown so accustomed to expecting the
very least from our North

Side Cubs and South Side
Sox that the very notion of
hosting the fall classic
became nothing short of
purely hypothetical. At
long last, the idea of a team
from Chicago winning a
league pennant has become
a reality.
It's wonderful to not
only be able to witness a
World Series, but to finally
feel that we are a part of it
as well. The talk at local
establishments no longer
needs to be limited to cursing billy goats or Black
Sox, just as we imagine
Texans this week will not
have to remind themselves
of their own heartbreaking,
extra-inning opportunities
that got away in 1980 and
1986.
Perhaps no city has better shared our pain than
Houston, and it on ly seems
fitting that they share our
joy. Battling it out with a
team whose fans have been
waiting nearly as long as
the White Sox faithfu l provides the perfect way to
sett le who gets baseball's
ultimate prize.
How long Chicago
remains bigger is a debate
for another day, but all we
really want right now is
just to show that we're
better.
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Intelligent Design provides answers
where evolution asks questions
I recently came across the article
" Intelligent Design merely magical thinking" in the September 26 edition of The
Chronicle. I was quickly disappointed with
the way this article presented the opinions of
its author for several reasons. It not only
demonstrated a lack of understanding of the
subject, but also contained a blatant ad
hominem fallacy. A list of evils and
hypocrisy, none of which had anything to do
with the theory of intelligent design, was
presented to discredit those who adhere to
the theory. Resorting to this sort of defense
is no defense at all because it is completely
irrelevant.
I have studied the intelligent design theory both scientifically and philosophically,
and I assure you that it is not what you call
"magical thinking." Intelligent design offers
explanations to the vast complexity found in
this universe that the evolutionary theory
cannot explain. Let me offer a brief explanation of one.
Darwin himself explained that the theory
of evolution is entirely able to be falsified.
He said, "If it could be demonstrated that
any complex organ existed, which could not
possibly have been formed by numerous,
successive, slight modifications, my theory
would absolutely break down." There nrc
exan1ples of such systems even within the
human body.
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The common process of blood coagulation is necessary to life, for without it, a
minor cut could cause the victim to bleed to
death. A dizzying arrangement of enzymes
must activate other proteins and amino acids
which, through a long chain of reactions,
cause the blood to clot. Proteins with names
such
as
Polythronibin,
Accelerin,
Thrombomodulin and Prekallikrein are
some of the many parts that fit together in a
specific sequence to perform the given function. If any part of the process from beginning to end were left out it would be worthless. It is only as a whole that anything will
result from all the parts. Evolution has no
answer to such a system. There is simply no
way that it could originate through a series
of slight, random changes to a previously
existing system. The only way for it to fiplction at all is for the entire system to appear
all at once. Intelligent design provides
answers for situations such as this.
The evolutionary theory has been around
for nearly 150 years. Even after the massive
amounts of research that has been done during that time, Darwin's theory has yet to be
promoted to any status above theory.
Intelligent design is not testable, but evolution faces this same obstacle. The core of
the theory, that species have formed from
other species through a process of
macroevolution, has never been observed
nor can it be tested. Scientific theories are
supposed to be questioned and closely
examined to discover if they accurately
describe reality. Why do some people act as
if evolution cannot be questioned? Why dO
some people react so strongly against anyone who attempts to point out the major
cracks in the theory? If Darwin's theory is
as sound ns they propose, it should hold its
own against ru1y exrunination.
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Commentary

'Make me help you'
By Christen A. Fields
Guest Columnist
As I watched rising water s wallow my home, school and neighborhood, I felt angry, bitter and
slightly hopeless. I prayed that my
friends and in-laws had survived
the hurricane. Remembering the
poor, black neighborhoods in the
7th and 9th Wards of New Orleans
caused anger to rise within me as
viewers of national news stations
asked, "Why didn't they leave?"
In some cases, New Orleanians
did not have the means to leave the
city. Others stayed because they
felt a need to be faithfu l to their
homes. But most did not leave
becau se they never dreamed
Hurricane Katrina would be as
powerful as it was. My husband
and I left our apartments for Baton
Rouge with the notion that the
storm would pass in a few hours
and we would rerum soon. Reality
smacked our preconceived notions
of the storm 's power as scenes of
U.S. Military troops waved guns in
order to deter residents from returning to the area. Cry ing children,
grieving parents and floating
corpses further limited our hopes of
venturing home.
Last year, I arrived at Xavier
University, located in the heart of
New Orleans, from my home in
Honolulu, Hawaii.
Though Honolulu is an island
separated from the mainland by a
fi ve hour plane ride, I discovered
that New Orleans and my homeland had few differences. For
example, both receive most of their
revenue from tourism. Tourists
come to enjoy the beauty of Oahu,
the is land of Honolulu and to
escape from the concrete jungles
typ ical of mainland cities, while
they come to New Orleans for the
jazzy notes, booming casinos and
famous bars. Many hope to quench
their curiosity at Mardi Gras.
However, these tourists sometimes don 't notice the minorities
and indigenous peoples' civil struggles.
When my mother- and father-inlaw came to rescue us from Baton
Rouge fol lowi ng Katrina, they
urged us to grab more clothes and
shoes before driv ing north to
Chicago. My father-in-law confidently drove us through the maze
of fallen trees to our apartment on
the Westbank, avoiding troops and
road traps. My mother-in- law 's

unceas ing prayers renewed our
spirits; the rejuvenation was necessary in order to prepare us for the
trials we would meet.
As we neared our neighborhood,
the damage grew worse. Buildings
were completely smashed, some
main roads were flooded and bus iness establishments were completely destroyed. Power and
phone lines dangled from posts
above, nearly touching the pavement and the occasional car that
drove past. I kept thinking about all
the civil issues tourists overlooked
when they v is ited that must be
addressed. This hurricane and its
aftermath demanded attention . The
nation must question whether it
divides its resources, even in the
face of disaster, on the basis of
class, color or both.

Walking through the streets o f
New O rleans last year, I o ften
gazed in wonderment. The city's
architectural style merged French
and American influences, creating
a Western Creole effect. The people
were kind and welcoming- a sharp
contrast to the skyrocketing crim e
and murder rate reported for the
area.
But New Orleans is plagued with
racial divides that, when noticed,
blare louder than Bourbon Street.
Mardi Gras, a hol iday celebrated
with a carnival, is a manifestation
of one of the most blatant racial
barriers that ex ist in the city.
Established in 1972, the Rex parade
is the largest parade during Mardi
Gras. Traditionally, the mayor of
New Orleans hands over a symbo lic key that "unlocks the city" to the
Rex, or king, on Mardi Gras day.
Until 1991 , neither blacks nor Jews
were permitted to attend the Rex
parades. In response to the discriminatory Rex parades, working class

blacks created their own parades
and events. The Zulu parades,
founded in 1916, satirized the Rex
parades by mocking stereotypes
wh ites associated with blacks.
Members of the parade smeared
their faces with black and white
makeup, exaggerating implications
made by contemporary blackface
minstrel show performers. Whites
could participate in the Zulu
parades, though it was illegal under
the ruling Jim Crow laws.
I attended Mardi Gras earlier this
year and noticed that separate black
and white Mardi Gras still existthe implications of self-segregation
afflict the city. New Orleans is
branded as a brewing melting pot,
encouraging all racial groups to celebrate their differences. The harm
does not originate from segrega-

lion- many would argue human
nature causes people to live, work
and marry people s imilar to themthe danger rises from one race feeling or acting superior to another.
Tho ugh many new s stati ons,
radio talk show broadcasts and
papers have reported on the racial
discrimin ation , few netwo rks
addressed the social conditions in
New Orleans before Hurricane
Katrina struck. I began to doubt
whether the issue of race would
ever be fully addressed. Passivity
toward the issue may cause its perpetuation for 40 or 50 years.
Yet I received some hope on
Sept. 20. My mentor, Ms. Midge
Kimberly, urged me to attend a
meeting given by Louis Farrakhan.
Minister Farrakhan addressed so
many of the issues that brewed in
my heart. He started by stating that
death is necessary for the advancement of human beings: suffering is
not in vain. He compared the fatal ity and strife in New Orleans to a

s ickness or a disease. When a sickness or disease plagues a group of
people, scientists rush to find the
cure. However, without suffering a
cure will never be found. Hurricane
Katrina tested the mayor of New
Orleans, the governor of Louisiana,
FEMA and even President George
W. Bush. With the resulting high
level of destruction, all of the
aforem entioned ent ities failedmiserably.
Farrakhan then informed us that
the failure of our authority figures
to successfu lly manage the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina reflects
back to a principle expressed by
President Franklin D. Roosevelt.
When civil rights activist A. Phi lip
Rando lph asked Roosevelt for
equality within the workforce,
Roosevelt's reply was " Make me
do it; make me help you."
Farrakhan claims that this natural
disaster and its damage is an excellent starting point for govemment
and public figures to begin helping
black and poor communities.
Being in Chicago has opened my
eyes to the true pi ight of black people withi n America. Chicago's
Kanye West said it best during a
live broadcast on NBC: "George
Bush doesn 't care about black people." How can the communities of
America hope to mo ve toward
equality when its peoples feel that
the ir leaders are racist? If the
nat ion "s commander-in-ch ief is
charged w ith holding racist opinions toward the black population,
then we shou ld not have been so
surprised when Robert Davis, a 64year-o ld black man, was beaten by
police o fficers in New Orleans
weeks after the hurricane struck.
The govenunent is in need of reevaluation from top to bottom.
Columbia has given my husband
and me so much hope. O ur teachers, classmates and friends have
only bestowed kindness upon us.
We appreciate all the prayers, donations and words of encouragement
mem bers of the col lege have
offered. It 's great to know the
efforts of kindhearted people have
not been discouraged or suppressed
by an apathetic elite.

-Christen A. Fields transferred
to Columbia this semester from
Xavier University She and her husband, Karl. are both sophomores.
Christen is majoring in broadcast
journalism and Karl is majoring in
film production at Columbia.

The phantom depths of the opera
By Derek Strum
Commentary Editor
Perhaps I always thought I was
incapab le o f appreciating an
evening at the opera. The occasional friends or relatives who raved
about the various aspects of art and
performance created some personal
guilt, but it's still hard to picture
myself emerg ing from an auditorium with similar enthus iasm.
So, while I' m int im idated about
the possibility of full y appreciating
the significance o f, say, Claudio
Monteverdi's "Orfeo," I sensed a
completely different depth might

be found in " Nancy and Tonya: The
Opera." With a story based on the
fi gure skating rivalry between
Nancy Kerrigan and Tonya
Harding that engulfed the nation
more than a decade ago, performances of the new show are set to
begin at Tufts Univers ity in
Massachusetts next spring.
Novelist Elizabeth Searle, who
wrote the opera's libretto, to ld the
Associated Press, "Tonya and
Nancy was the fi rst completely
insane scandal that took over the
country." That might be true if
you' re either overemphasizing the
word insane or if the timeline for

The Columbia Chronicle is a student-produced
publication of Columbia College Chicago and
does not necessarily represent. in whole or in
part, the views of college administrators.
faculty or students.
All lex~ photos and graphics are the
property of The Columbia Chronicle and may
not be reproduced or published without
written permission.

your version of American history
begins in 1994. Perhaps Watergate
or Iran-Contra struck Searle as
being completely sens ible scandals.
Most of us have probably seen
replays of the infamous s ight o f
Kerrigan clutching her knee fo llowing practice at the 1994 U.S.
Championships in Detro it and tearfully crying, ''Why? Why?" more
than enough times. But Searle and
graduate student Abigal A I Doory,
who is writing the music, had the
ingenuity to transfonn that into an
aria.
Searle
explai ned
to
the
Associated Press that she felt for
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the story because " [g jirls in
America are either raised to be
Tonyas or Nancys." It seems a litt le
hard to believe that there are exceptions to those two celebrities, but
perhaps that sort of justifi cation is
what will pave !he way for future
operas based on other modem scandals that received round-the-clock
med ia coverage. Because deep
down, rnavbc there's a Jittk Bill or
or N icole. Scott or
Monica,
Laci, in all of us.
i\nd rest assured, as the bar gets
set lower for creativity, I'll continue
to have my reasons for never partaking in an evening at the opera.

O.J.
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SuHe 224, Chicago, il. 60605-1996.
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Roamin'
Numerals

19
Number of people
killed in Lucknow,
India after consuming
free liquor from village
politicians. Indian officials said Oct. 2 1 that
one politician allegedly
mixed pesticide with
the liquor to increase
its quantity.

•
8 1n
10
Number of baseball
fans who say major
league umpires do an
excellent or good job,
according to an APAOL Sports poll. Only
I percent said they do a
poor j ob.

43
Number of years
between the date
Robert G ibson, 70, had
h is wallet stolen at a
Pittsburgh Greyhound
stati on and when he
received an Oct. 20
phone call informing
him it had been found
near some pipes being
inspected a nd cleared
by an asbestos removal
worker. G ibson now
lives in Linwood, N.C.

Choice Cuts

''

" We're trying to get
the assembly a bit
more orderly-it got
off the tracks in the
last Parliam ent."

Dep uty Speaker Len
Kiely commenting on
his new ruling that bans
the word ·'buggerlugs"
from Australia ·s
Northern Territorv
Parliament. Politicians.
however. are still
allowed to refer to one
another as a "dickhead."
as allowed in 200 l by
then-Speaker Sue Carter.
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Please join us for the next

CAMPUS MASTER PLAN

We have some EXCITING PLANS (includin~
a proposed CAMPUS CENTER .. . and ~~n
more) that we'd like to get your FEEQBACK
about, so do please attend.
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The 6th Annual

2006

WRITTEN IMAGE

Sponsored by the Columbia College Dept of Aim/ Video and the Screenwriting Center

Alumni Awards: 1st place feature length script - $7000.00
2nd place feature length script- $3000.00
Student Awards: 1st place feature length script- $1000.00
2nd place feature length script- $500.00
1st place short length script - $500.00
2nd place short length script - $250.00

Columbia c o
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*The Screenwrlting Competition for
Columbia Film Students and Film Alumni ONLY.

For Applications & Info:
The Screenwriting Center
1104 S. Wabash, Room 303
Chicago, IL
www. filmatcolumbia.com

Submission Deadline is January 31st, 2006
You must be currently enrolled as a film/video major
at Columbia College or alumni of the film/ video program. No exceptions.
Submissions should be final revised drafts. No first drafts. Judges are allowed to award a "no prize" In any category.
Anallsts will be asked to attend an awards ceremony and give a 3 minute pitch of their work to a live audience.
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The preserv-::d body of a dog that was chained to a post durIng the eruption of Mt. Vesuvius in 79 A. D. is on display at the
Field Musuem through March .

Pompeii:
Eruption artifacts
Continued from Back Page
artifacts and bodies, according to
Dave Dolak, a faculty member at
Columbia's Science Institute who
teaches geology and physics classes.
" It's not like the volcanoes in
Hawaii that emit molten lava,"
Dolak said. "Volcanoes like these
erupt suddenly. And without any
warning, super-heated steam,
water and ash and smaller rocks
pour down."
Because of this, people visiting
the exhibit have the opportunity to
glimpse at what Roman life was
really like, including the social
and political atmosphere. For
example the rich are separated
from the poor because of the jewelry or other items they had, for
example. The full frescoes that
span the walls of the exhibit rooms
are as vivid as any, with minimal

cracking on the painted surfaces
considering the 2,000 years each
was covered in volcanic ash or
mud.
"The frescoes are remarkable,"
said Lea Stirling, a professor in
the classics department of the
University of Manitoba in
Canada. "They were covered fairly gently by this very light stone,
abruptly and completely."
The artifacts and casts in the
exhibition depict a way of life
that may even be more complete
than ruins that were weathered or
altered. A statue of a Roman
woman on display tells a story of
the political environment of the
time period; the head was taken
off of the original statue and
replaced with the head of the
then-emperor's wife, Livia. The
audio tour explains that the statue
was altered to pay homage to the
new emperor- not an uncommon
occurrence in the Roman Empire,
Sterling said. A large bronze bathtub also s ugges ts somethi ng
about the time period, when
Romans used bathhouses as pub-

Columbia
Chronicle
Classifieds
Classified Advertising
Deadlines
Your advertisement must be received by
5p.m. on the Thursday prior to the publishing date.
Rates
The Columbia Chronicle charges $0.25 per
word with a $5 minimum. All classified ads
must be pre-paid infull prior to publication. All ads will be published in the order
of purchasing date
Three Waysto Place aClassified Ad
Online
www.columbiachronicleclassifieds.com.
By Milil
Send your typed or printed ad copy along
with your full name. city, state, zip code
and phone number withfull payment to:
Chronicle Classifieds. 600 s. Michigan Ave.•
Chicago, ll 60605.

By Fax
Faxyour typed or printed ad copy along
with your full name. city, state. zip code
and phone number with full payment to
312/344-8032.

lie meeting places.
Mt. Vesuvius has not erupted
since 1944, when Allied war
planes caught a small outpouring
of smoke and small rocks on camera from the air. If the volcano
erupted again; however, today's
technology would most likely be
able to prevent some of the
calamity
that
Pompeii,
Herculaneum and other cities in
the area endured. Even in 79 A.D.,
with the sun blotted out by the
surge and ash covering Naples
across the bay for three days, there
is evidence by population estimates that a lot of people did get
out, Sterling said.
"A lot of them did flee," He
said. "After a certain point, it was
hard to navigate through the
falling stone in the bay- it would
have become too difficult to
leave."
The exhibition was put together
over two years, according to
Madden. She also pointed out that
the artifacts are more fragile now
that they are exposed, and said that
it is always difficult to transport
items that need such special care.
The museum expects 300,000 visitors throughout the exhibit's stay
in Chicago. From lamps and coins
to actual preserved remains and
full frescoes, the exhibit gives a
taste of the life with startling clarity and life-like quality.
" [The artifacts) are in many
ways the very best ones in Roman
antiquity," Sterling said.
"Pompeii: Stories from an eruption ·· will be at the Field Museum
through March 26, 2006. Tickets
include museum admission and
cost $19 for adults, $14 for seniors and students with /D. For
more information visit www.jieldmuseum.org or call (312) 9229410.

Blackstone:

Numerous owners
Continued from Back Page
issued through a public process, are
intended to help restore buildings
or land that has fallen into disrepair.
The Chicago City Council should
vote on the Blackstone subsidy by
the end of the year.
Construction on the Blackstone
Hotel was completed in 19 I 0 by
prominent hoteliers Tracy and John
Drake. Since that time Blackstone
has been considered Chicago's best
example of a turn-of-the century
luxury hotel, and has been an
important landmark because of it,
according to David Bahlman, president of the Landmark Preservation
Council of Illinois. The building
has seen a succession of development schemes since its closure,
including proposals to tum it into a
peace palace and condo units.
"Historically it's probably the
most important hotel in Chicago,"
Bahlman said. "When you take into
consideration the people who have
stayed there and the things that
have happened there, it's an
extraordinarily important structure."
Until its closure in 1999, the
Blackstone housed every U.S. president, except for Lyndon Johnson
and Gerald Ford.
One of the most famous
moments in the building's history
was during the 1920 Republican
National Convention. A series of
predawn meetings took place in
Suite 404 among Republicans
deciding upon a candidate. It's
now known as the presidential
"Smoke- fill ed room" where political deals were made and Sen.
Warren G Harding accepted the

IMMIGRATION LAWYER Family Based
Visa, Employment Visa, Student Visa.
Fiance Visa, H-1B, Adjustment of
Status, Green Card , Citizenship,
Diversity Lottery, Removal , Asylum.
CALL ATTORNEY MARTHA J. WHITE
(312) 922-0070

Pj'S coMPE1l.
fOR rtnE Of
CHICAGo'S ~ESr Pj
~lG CASH
PRlt.ES +
PERMA~E~r
Pj PoSI11o~

• • #1 Spring Break Website! Low
prices guaranteed. Free Meals & Free
Drinks. Book 11 people, get 12th trip
free! Group Discounts for 6+
www.springbreakdiscounts.com or
www.leisuretours.com or 800-8388202.
FOR RENT MILLENIUM PARK LOOP
loft 2BR/2BA overlook State St.
12'ceilings, granite counters/maple
cabinets/washer/dryer/replay TV
w/service (same as TiVo) Rent at
$1795 includes heat/air/high speed
internet. 847 6879572
michaeladell@aol.com
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party's nominations.
Two years after the hotel was
closed, plans were in place to convert the building into I00 "peace
palaces" benefiting the Maharishi
World Peace Fund. As a spiritual
advisor to the Beatles, Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi aimed to raise awareness for peace projects across the
globe.
Maharishi eventually abandoned
the project because of expenses and
the lack of potential buyers. The
building was eventually put back
on the market in 2004 with a price
tag of $35 million.
The South Loop has waited long
enough for a renovation project to
go through, said Bonnie SanchezCarlson, president and executive
director of the Near South Planning
Board.
"What the problem has been is
finding the financing for the projects," Sanchez-Carlson said.
With the assistance from the proposed subsidy, Sage will not only
provide an anchor for future development in the South Loop but they
will also create a significant
amount of construction and hotel
jobs while generating taxes for the
city, Morosetti said.
"Sage has worked with the city
for more than a year in directing the
redevelopment and will continue to
be involved with the hotel and
community for several years to
come," Moroseni said.
The Blackstone Hotel will compete with other hotels on South
Michigan Avenue in attracting
group, business and leisure customers.
"A successful renovation would
have the property being returned to
its historic grandeur and benefit all
parties involved including the city,
community and Sage," Morosetti
said.
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Halloween happenings around Chicago
Bachelor's Grove's cemetery
By Sam Libretti
Staff Writer

for teenagers. Grave desecration attributed to satanic worship was also a big
problem.
"The cemetery is set at least a quarter
mile back in the woods, so it was a populat place for kids to go and drink , and
then graves started getting dug up,"
Kaczmarek said. "I think when you take
that into consideration, it becomes easy to
see why it may be haunted."
While there are many reports of supernatural sightings in the cemetery, none of
them have ever been fully substantiated.
Kaczmarek admitted that, even though he
has taken some pictures that have shown
strange apparitions when deve lo ped,
nothing particularly scary had ever happened to him or his team while working
at Bachelor 's Grove.
It is a fact however, that police have
stepped in to stop the problem of grave
desecration. Visitors should be warned
that entering Bachelor's Grove after sundown, particularly during Halloween season, is considered trespassing and people
can be, and often are, ticketed. Richard
Waszak, the chie f of the Cook County
Forest Preserve Police, said that while it
may be fun to visit a cemetery at night,
it 's still against the law.
" It is a burial ground and people need
to be respectful of that," Waszak said.
Last year, forest preserve police issued
over 400 tickets to trespassers in the
cemetery, Waszak said.
Paul Morris, a Columbia junior majoring in film studies, found out firsthand
what can happen when visiting
Bachelor's Grove at night.
" I got busted in there and got a ticket,"
Morris said. "There's no lighting in there
so you have to bring a flashlight and it
makes it real ly easy for the cops to see
people in there."

Flashes of ghostly figures, eerie lights
and the desire to seek out these kinds of
pants-wetti ng situatio ns are what
Halloween is made of. There are many
spooky sites in Chicago that have been
labeled haunted, but few have generated
more specula tion and intrigue than
Bachelor 's Grove cemetery.
Located about 15 miles southwest of
the Loop in suburban Midlothian,
Bachelor's Grove is a popular destinat ion
for would-be ghost hunters. The cemetery
is nestled within the Rubio Woods forest
preserve and, from the standpoint of hosting funerals, has been mostly closed for
business si nce the late 1960s.
However, the cemetery's rich history,
dating back to the Civil War era, has
inspired many ghost stories. There are
countless reports of nighttime visitors
seeing strange apparitions in the photographs they take. Tales of disappearing
cars, disappearing houses and unearthly
voices have trickled dowri both in books
and in local lore since the 1970s, and
have attracted curious visitors almost
daily.
Dale Kaczmarek has authored several
books on ghosts and haunted places in the
Chicago area, and has done extensive
research on Bachelor's Grove. He claims
that the cemetery is the most haunted
place in the city.
" I' ve spoken to a great deal of people
who have spent time in the cemetery and
we've captured some very intri guing
images on film whi le there," Kaczmarek
said.
Kazcmarek said that while photographing the cemetery at night, his team, as
well as many other amateur photographers, has captured images of mysterious
floating blue orbs among the
cemetery's tombstones. In
one memorable picture, the
tran slucent image of a woman
can be seen sitting on a flattop tombstone.
"People wonder why this
little cemetery is so supposedly haunted," Kaczmarek
said. "And I think a big reason for it is because of some
of the history surrounding the
location."
As Kaczmarek explained,
the lagoon that Bachelor's
Grove is next to was o nce a
dumping ground for whacked
bodies at the he ight of the AI
Capone era in C hi cago.
Sam LlbreHI!rhe Chronicle
Further, from the 1950s to Last year Forest Preserve Police iss ue d 400 tickth e 1970s the cemetery ets to people trespassing in Bac he lor's Grove
served a sort of lover's lane cemetery.

Michael Jarecki!The Chronicle

Navy Fear offers an outside exhibit showing mock cars that we re 'recovered'
from beneath the Great Lakes.

Navy Fear
By Amanda Maurer
Staff Writer

Although maintenance workers applied
fresh coats of red and white paint to Navy
Pier 's namesake arches, currently greeting
thousands of visitors coming to Navy
Pier's annual Halloween festival, Navy
Fear, are rusty semi-trailer truck containers.
Signs along the pier describe the festival
as the "most frightening Halloween experience Navy Pier has ever seen," which is
no exaggeration, according to Maura
Bruton, head of media relations at Navy
Pier.
"Thi s year we're going for more of a
scare factor with the Demons of the Deep
attraction," Bruton said. "We're trying to
attract more of a teen demographic where
in the past we've [attracted) mostly
younger children."
This October, Navy Pier cont inues with
the annual event, which offers a variety of
attractions fo r children as well as adult
thrill seekers . The event began Oct. 7, and
runs thro ugh Halloween. Navy Pier aims
to draw an older crowd than in past years
with it's new, creepier attraction Demons
of the Deep.
Ghostly Gardens, created for children
ages eight and younger, is another one of
Navy Pier 's new attractions, as well as
Dock Street Scenes.
Ghostly Gardens features severa l activities such as the Eerie Express, Witch
Cra fts and Ghostly Gardens Theater. In
addition, chi ldren can enjoy inflatable
games, face painting, storytell ing and live
creatures such as spiders, snakes and reptiles.
Meanwhile, Dock Street Scenes, which
con sists of six satellite di splays and
lighting
and
Halloween-appropriate

sounds, can be found along the pier.
Among the Dock Street Scenes sit
Halloween props including a rustin g
DeSoto with the words "Just Married"
written in the rear window. The car, along
with a boat named " Angie" and an
Oldsmobile ambulance, is among the
items on display that have supposedl y
been "pulled" from the depths of the Great
Lakes, and with them haunting histories.
One returning attraction thi s year is
Patch's Pumpkin Hunt, a trick-or-treat
scavenger hunt that Navy Pier has "put a
little different twist on ," Bruton said.
The attractions, which typically differ
every year, take a while to plan, according
to Bruton.
" It 's a team process that we start usually about a year in advance [to brainstorm
the events]," Bruton sa id. " We secured
partic ipation from two companies, EDG
and JPM Productions, which have assisted
us this year in creating this whole new
Halloween attraction."
Zoila Ramos , 27, a nanny and mother of
two, said her fa mily plans to come to
Navy Fear; the chi ldre n she watches will
most li kely attend as well.
"Halloween is coming, and I think that
my kids would really enjoy it because
they ' re into Halloween," Ramos said.
"My daughter alread y knows that she
wants to be a pirate girl."
Last year, 50,000 peop le paid to see
Navy Fear's main attraction, a pirate ship.
A total of 525,000 visitors came to the
pier throughout October for the event,
according to Bruton.
Discounted coupons can be fo und at
participating CVS!pharmacy stores. Navy
Fear runs Oct. 7-10, 14-16 and 21 -31.
The attractions run at various limes.
Check out Navy Piers website for more
information.

Halsted Halloween parade
By Troy Covello
Staff Writer

The day before Halloween in 1938, many
Americans were duped by a radio broadcast.
As everyone listened in, some believed that
Martians were attacking the Earth . People
panicked and ran for cover due to reports
from actors in a radio play describing aliens
and a large flaming object that had hit New
Jersey. The public was fooled by Orson
Welles' adaptation of H.G Wells' book The
War of the Worlds.
This Halloween night, Chicagoans will
get the chance to experience Welles ' famous
radio broadcast for themselves at the
" Invasion of the Halloween Parade," on
North Halsted Street in Lakeview. The
parade's theme this year is based on the
radio broadcast in 1938 that caused what
many view as hysteria.
During the parade, the radio play will be
broadcast on speakers and in businesses so

parade-goers can listen in. It will also be pate in the costume contest last year, she
broadcast on radio station 104.7 FM, said said she has had her costume, Magenta from
parade organizer Steve Bingham of Chicago the Rocky Horror Picture Show, planned
since September.
Special Events Management.
A contest will be held for those who enjoy
A troupe of comedy actors dressed up as
aliens will also invade the parade for every- dressing up extravagantly for Halloween.
Registration is free at
one's amusement and
Spin, 800 W. Belmont
1940s vintage police
"I was surprised by the
cars will line the
amount of adults that were Ave., at 5:30 p.m., and
streets.
dressed up and actually took costumed parade-goers
have the opportunity to
This is the ninth
the time look good, "
win everything from
annual
Halloween
cash to Oprah tickets.
Parade, where up to
- Columbia student, Heather
20,000 peopl e have
Prizes are awarded
Z ienert
every year for funniest,
been in attendance,
according to Bingham. In the past, the scariest and most original costumes, and
parade has been attended by Columbia stu- there is also a special category for the best
children's and pet costumes.
dents and adults alike.
The parade starts at 7:30 p.m., beginning
" I was surprised by the amount of adults
that were dressed up and actually took the at Belmont Avenue and Halsted Street and
time look good," said Columbia student ending at the 7-Eieven parking lot at
Heather Zienert, 23, who went to the parade Roscoe and Halsted streets. Prizes and live
last year. Although Zeiner! did not partici- entertainment will begin at the 7-Eleven

parking lot at approximately 9:30 P.M., with
drag perfonner Frida Lay as the master of
ceremonies.
The Triangle Neighbors Association, the
sponsor of the parade, will donate proceeds
to go towards the construction of a new park
in the neighborhood, located at 8 15-817 W.
Roscoe St. The money will be coming from
various corporations and businesses sponsoring the parade including, Caribou Coffee
and American Airlines.
"Last year was a celebration of identities," said Joe Hollander of the Howard
Brown Health Clinic on Halsted Street. "It's
great to see people come out and be themselves though a costume."
Though the parade goes through
Boystown, the North Side neighborhood
known for being gay-friendly, Bingham
points out that it is not a strictly GLBT
event.
''This is not a gay event, it's a neighborhood event," Bingham said.
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Cubs not forgotten as
Wrigley Field gets boost
Renovations will add
seats, parking,
restaurant
By James Ewert
Assistant City Beat Editor
With much of the city 's attention turned toward the South
Side and the White Sox as they
host their first World Series in
four decades, construction crews
on the North Side of town have
seemingly slipped in under the
radar to follow through with
expansion plans for the other
World Series-starved team in
Chicago.
Last month , as the C ubs left to
play their last regular season
series in Houston, crews began
demolishing exterior outfield
walls on the second-oldest park
in Major League Baseball.
According to the Chicago Cubs
press release released in March,
the bleacher expansion is part of
a larger renovation project that
will expand the bleachers. Plans
also call for the construction of a
multi-purpose building as well
as an upgrade to the entire landscape that surrounds the Wrigley
Field campus.
Bennet Lawson, director of
community outreach for 44th
ward Alderman Tom Tunney,
has worked with the city, community and Cubs to reach a
workable plan for the expansion.
Lawson said that after the Cubs
first proposed the expansion in
200 I, it took a while to form a
consensus among the parties
involved.
"Anytime you' re dealing with
a landmark project or a really

T-shirts:
Sales strong on
North Side
World Series as long as some people have, but I still needed to be
here," Baylock said. " I've been a
fan since I was I0."
After leaving Canton at 5:30
a.m. on Oct. 18, Baylock spent
much of his day walking around
the stadium taking pictures and
chatting with other Sox fans.
By mid-afternoon, Baylock
walked out of the Hall of Fame

big project of any scope, the
time frame takes a long time,"
Lawson said. " You also are dealing within the con straints of
their building season, wh ich
only lasts from October to
March."
Lawson said that aside from
the community's primary concern with parking, it was also
worried about the expansion
contributing to other problems
like littering, increased traffic
and public intoxication.
" The community is already
inundated with people coming to
the neighborhood 8 I days a
year," Lawson said. " They wanted some guarantees that those
certain
issues
would
be
addressed. They wanted some
checks on things to make sure
their quality of life wasn't go ing
to be damaged."
The multi-purpose building,
which will be built on property
just west of the ballpark at the
end of next season, will address
parking concerns with a parking
garage that would be open to the
public on non-game days as well
as house administrative offices
for the team.
After construction is complete
the bleachers will have a new
restaurant in the green center
field hittin g background that
will replace rows of green
shrubs there now. The bleachers
will also have 1,790 new seats,
some of which will be wheelchair accessible for the first time
ever, according the Cubs.
Larissa Tyler, executive director of the Centra l Lakeview
Merchants Association, who
also had input on the plans to
expand the park, said having

almost 2,000 more people in the
neighborhood will defi nite ly
make for healthier commerce in
and around the park. With it
however, Tyler said it may create a situation for the residents
in the neighborhood they may
not appreciate.
"There's pro's and con's to it,"
Tyler said. " We're just going to
have to wait and see once it's
completed exactly how it affects
our neighborhood, and then
we'll make adjustments accordingly. Ultimate ly, it w ill be a
good thing in terms of more
business for stores close to
Wrigley Field."
The changes to the park will
be the first major ones s ince the
Cubs added lights to the stadium

in 1988, a move that angered
many long time Cub fans.
Lawson sa id the changes to ballpark won't be huge, but w ill be
obvious.
" It 's those people who are
Wrigley buffs, Cubs buffs and
neighborhood people that will
be really up on it," Lawson said.
"You will notice the changes,
but it's not like the bricks and
ivy won't be there ."
Fan react ion to the proj ect
likely won't be evident until the
park opens next season, but Sean
Devalle, who sells merchandise
outside the park at a stand on
Waveland Avenue, said that
although he is a Cub fan and
loves the park, the expansion is
not necessarily a bad thing.

" It will be good for business'
sake to have more people
around, but at the same time, it
is sad to see the bleachers go,"
Devalle said. " It's a small ballpark to begin with, so adding to
it isn't a bad idea, especially if
they are go ing to be adding an
entrance like they proposed."
Another fan, Marty Headrick,
said he would rather see the
team leave Wrigley Field as is
and build another park entirely.
" I'd like to see them take the
money they're using and go
build a new park somewhere in
the suburbs," Headrick said.
"They' re putting money into
something they can ' t do too
much with . The place needs
more than just renovating."

Gift Shop with locker room Tshirts, hats and pennants.
" It's funny, I didn't spend as
much as I thought I would,"
Baylock said. " But it's time to
head home. I had a good time
here."
Other people were not so fortunate when it came to spending.
Libby Newman, who works in the
Sox adm inistrative offices, said
she was sent to the Hall of Fame
by friends and fami ly to pick up
merchandise for them.
" I already have plenty of Sox
gear, but I had to come back for
more," Newman said, as she purchased pennants and T-shirts. "To

be honest, I wanted to buy more
but I cou ldn't afford it."
Sales remained strong at the
Hall of Fame Gift Shop throughout the rest of the week, remaining
consistent with game day sales, if
not exceeding them, Halpin said.
"People are coming in here and
averaging around $ 100," Halpin
said. "And then we have people
that spend a lot more too."
Business hours have been
extended by two hours each night
through the World Series to help
accommodate the increased sales
and longer lines.
Ten miles to the north of U.S.
Cellular Field in Wrigleyville, fans

are not paying as much for the Tshirts, Gabriel said.
"What people don' t know is we
have the shirts that keep selling
out, and we have them for a lot
cheaper," Gabriel said. "No lines,
no waiting."
Down the street from Gabriel at
Chicago Sports and Novelty, 948
W. Addison Ave., employee Mary
Ellen Collings said the store is also
selling the locker room T-shirts,
which is unusual for the business.
" We just phased them in for the
playoffs and World Series,"
Collings said. "We're just trying to
meet the demand of our fans."
Chicago Sports and Novelty car-

ried Sox merchandise until last
year, when it was discontinued by
management because of the lack
of sales, Collings said.
"Either the Sox fans are coming
out of the woodwork, or Cubs fans
are jumping on the bandwagon,"
Collings said.
Gabriel agreed, saying a lot of
Cubs fans have taken a liking to
the Sox, but it's something to be
expected for any team that makes
it to the World Series.
" I guess all that really matters is
people are supporting a Chicago
team ," Gabriel said. " Whether it
be Sox or Cubs, the whole city is
in this together."

Construction crews dismantle the exterior wall of the bleacher section at Wrigley Field on Oct. 19.
Community members are at odds with the expansion project because new seating will bring nearly 2,000 more fans in to the area, possibly creating more traffic and public intoxication.

Man robbed at gunpoint for wallet

Wallet thief makes getaway in car

On Oct. 13, a 42-year-old man was walking near 31 E.
Van Buren St. when he was approached by three men, one
of whom brandished a handgun . The three offenders pushed
the victim and demanded he hand over his money and wallet. The offenders then fled in the other direction.

A 60-year-old man was at the BP gas station at 50 W.
Congress Parkway on Oct. 15 when another man
walked up behind him and grabbed his wallet. The
offender then ran north on Federa l Street where he
climbed into a dark colored vehicle and drove off. The
victim stated to police the wallet contained $ I I 0.

Bus ride gone ballistic
G roccry store rage
A 17-year-old girl was riding a CTA bus home from
school when a 40-year-old woman boarded and sat unusually close to her on Oct. 13. Once the bus reached 121 2 S.
Michigan Ave., the woman started swearing at the girl and
threatened her. Several witnesses saw the incident and the
bus driver pulled over and waited for police assistance. The
woman was taken in for processing.

After a verbal altercation inside the Jewel grocery
store at 1224 S. Wabash Ave. between a 45-year-old
woman and a 30-year-old man on Oct. 14, the woman
was confronted again as she was leaving the store parking lot. The offender struck the woman in her face and
chest area, causing minor injuries. After police arrived,
the victim refused medical attention and the offender
was taken in for processing.

-Compiled by Chronicle staff through information
provided by the Chicago Police Department.

CITY BEAT
North Side jwnps
on Sox bandwagon
White Sox Locker
Room T-shirts
popular among fans
By Alan J. Baker
City Beat Editor

Some called him crazy. Others
just looked and laughed. But
Joseph Gabriel knew one thing:
He was selling more White Sox Tshirts in front of Wrigley Field
than all of his Cubs merchandise
combined.
Gabriel started his new job two
weeks ago at Cubssports.com, one
of the largest online retail Cubs
apparel sports outlets in Chicago.
As a die-hard Sox fan, Gabriel
begged his boss to hit the streets of
Wrigleyville, and on Oct. 18, he
set up a merchandise stand on
Waveland Avenue.
"I am personally trying to push
a lot of Sox stuff," Gabriel said on
Oct. 19 while helping customers.
" It 's kind of surprising how many
Wrigleyville fans arc jumping on
the bandwagon."
About 80 percent of sales from
the hundreds of different T-shirts,
hats and hooded sweatshirts at the
Cubs stand have been White Sox
shirts, Gabriel said. Only about 20
percent of merchandise for sale
was Sox-oriented, he added.
The biggest seller for Gabriel is
the official White Sox Locker
Room T-sbirt. The all black T-shirt
has a ALCS pennant across the
chest signifying The 2005 White

Sox American
Championship.
Chicago-based company
Sharprint Silkscreen started printing the T-shirts shortly after the
White Sox wrapped up the
American League Championship
Series on Oct. 16 and have been
trying to keep up with the demand
since.
"We had staff on hand, and we
went into production as soon as
the game ended," said George
Kiliman, owner of Sharprint
Silkscrcen.
As of Oct. 17, Sharprint's goal
was 50,000 T-shirts, but that was
expected to change throughout the
World Series weekend.
At the Hall of Fame Gift Shop,
a Sox novelty store inside U.S.
Cellular Field, the locker room Tshirts sold out hours after being
placed on the racks, the store's
assistant manager, Katie Halpin
said.
"They are the biggest sellers
right now," Halpin said. "We arc
also selling a lot of the Locker
Room caps."
On Oct. 18 the gift shop had
received another shipment of merchandise, which employees said
barely made it though the day.
Gary Baylock, a 26-year-old
from Canton, Ohio, drove six
hours by himself to visit U.S.
Cellular Field and buy merchandise.
"I haven't been waiting for the
See T·shirts, Page 19
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When Mt. Vesuvius in Pompeii, Italy, erupted in 79 A.D., hundreds of people were caught in the
volcano's path, leaving the bodies and bone structures of residents intact for more than 2,000
years. Now the Field Museum, 1400 S. Lake Shore Drive, has more than 450 artifacts from full
scale frescoes to preserved remains on display through March 26.

Out of the ashes: Return to Pompeii
Exhibit gives visitors
glimpse into Roman
through
preserved artifacts
By Alicia Dorr
Managing Editor

Aside from the blizzards and
occasionally volatile summer
storms, Chicago is not known for
natural disasters. Until March of
next year, however, the Field
Museum will give Chicagoans a
very up close look at the affects
of a major volcanic eruption.
"Pompeii: Stories from an
Eruption" vividly accounts the
loss of several Roman cities
within the span of three days in
79 A.D. Artifacts, from coins and
small rings to entire wall frescoes, allow v isitors to piece
together an ancient way of life in
the cities that once laid at the foot
of the still-active volcano Mt.
Vesuvius. The traveling exhibit,
open Oct. 22 through March 26 at
the Field Museum, 1400 S. Lake
Shore Drive, has more than 450
artifacts from the catastrophe.

When Vesuvius erupted, the
city of Pompeii and many of its
inhabitants were covered wholly
in pumice, and the neighboring
city, Herculaneum, in hard mudslides. These conditions, along
with the speed of the eruption,
encased the buildings, items and
bodies, keeping the city intact
until it was uncovered in the
early 1700s.
The fact that even the most delicate objects are still unbroken
after 2,000 years makes the
exhibit that much more remarkable, according to Francesca
Madden, project manager for the
Field Museum.
"A lot of people go to Pompeii
[Italy] for the sight, and to imagine what it was like back then
with Mt. Vesuvius looming in the
background," Madden said.
"Unfortu nately, you 'rc not
always allowed to sec [everything], because it is obviously
protected against weather, pollution [and other factors]. This is a
wonderful opportunity to see
these artifacts."
The items in the exhibit are
mainly statues, small personal

wares, frescoes and casts of the
actual people as they were covered by the eruption, freezing
them in their last moments. One
particularly dominant cast is of
13 people attempting to flee the
raining fire at the waterfront.
Another is of a dog that was
frozen in an awkward position
when the volcano caught it as it
was chained to a post. There arc
iron casts that reveal the bodies
of the people in more detail, and
there are skulls intact as well.
It is the nature of the volcano
that enabled the excellent preservation of the cities surrounding
the mountain. Vesuvius is a composite volcano, more like Mt. St.
Helens than a volcanic island.
Rather than slow moving streaming lava, this type of volcano
spurts and spews a "pyroclastic
surge," a rapid outshoot of anything held by pressure in the
mountain. Vesuvius gave no
warning to the people before it
exploded, other than smoking
and rumbling, the reason for the
unprecedented conservation of
See Pompeii, Page 17

Grand hotel gets another chance
Blackstone Hotel
restoration project to
exceed $100 million
By Alan J. Baker
City Beat Editor

Michael JareckiiThe Chronicle

lsmael Galuan, a worker at Shraprint Silkscreen, 4200 W.
Wrightwood Ave ., takes a White Sox Locker Room ALCS Tshirt off the printing press on Oct. 17. The T-shirts were distributed across the Midwest throughout the week.

From presidents to spiritual
advisers, the Blackstone Hotel
saw its share of fame before and
after its closing in 1999. Now, with
the help of the city, the historic
hotel has a chance to bring its past
alive as new ownership aims to
restore the building.
Renovations to the Blackstone
Hotel, 626 S. Michigan Ave. ,

www ColumbiaChronicle.com

should begin sometime within the
next year and arc scheduled to be
completed by early 2008.
Mayor Richard M. Daley introduced an ordinance on Oct. 6 that
would provide an $18 million
subsidy towards the redevelopment of the historic hotel, which
has been vacant for almost six
years.
Sage Hospitality Resources
LLC, one of the nation's leading
hotel management and development companies, plans to renovate the nearly century-old building after Chicago city inspectors
closed the property in 1999, cit-

ing health concerns to guests and
employees.
Sage plans to restore the property to a 335-room, upscale hotel at
costs that exceed $100 million,
said Chris Morosetti, development
manager at Sage.
" We're excited to be involved in
th.is project and are hopeful that
the public process of securing the
subsidy will be fmalized in the
next couple of months," Morosctti
said.
The city's Tax Increment
Financing subsidies, which arc
See Blackstone, Page 17

